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Preface
This thesis is written in the period November 2008 till May 2009 to finalize the study Management, Economics and
Consumer studies at Wageningen University and Research Center and to achieve the master degree in Business
Administration. The research is conducted at Albert bezorgservice for the Management studies department of
Wageningen University. The objective of the research is to explore distribution networks in online grocery
retailing, which support Albert in designing their distribution network to facilitate future growth.
First of all, I would like thank Albert, in particular Mr. Canrinus for providing me the opportunity to conduct this
research, for the valuable feedback sessions and to get an insight in the exiting industry of online retailing.
Next, I would also like to express my appreciation to my company supervisor Mr. van den Hout for his support,
time and encouragement through the thesis trajectory. You really helped me putting things in perspective during
difficult times and acted like a coach that guided me through the process. Thanks a lot!
Besides, I would also like to thank my scientific advisors Mr. Bijman and Mr. Trienekens for their constructive role,
support and commitment to this thesis project. The feedback sessions we had were inspiring and very valuable for
the progress, structure and quality of the project.
Last but not least, I would like to express my appreciation to Joran Klingeman, my fellow researcher at Albert and
David Borgman for their critical feedback and the fruitful discussions we had. In addition, I would like to thank my
family and friends and of course my girlfriend who supported me all the way through this period. The process of
writing this Master thesis was not always prosperous, ups succeeded downs and the other way around. But in the
end, it has been a valuable learning experience and a good start for my working career.
Utrecht, May, 2009
Frank Derksen
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Management summary
E-tailing, or Internet retailing is gradually becoming an important channel for retailers to complement their multichannel strategy, influenced by the need for consumer-direct channels, that cover the ‘last mile’ to the customer
homes. Ahold, an international group of quality supermarkets and food operators based in the United States and
Europe has also adopted a multi-channel strategy. In the USA Ahold operates Peapod as an integrated element of
Stop & Shop/Giant-Landover. In The Netherlands Ahold operates Albert, the home delivery service for the
internet-based shops of Albert Heijn (AH), Etos and Gall & Gall, all retail companies of Ahold. E-commerce is one of
the focus areas within Ahold’s strategy and Albert is a valuable format of AH as it complements the existing format
portfolio, consisting of local stores, XL stores and To go stores.
Albert is a constantly growing organization illustrated by annual growth in, among others, turnover, orders,
employees, and fleet. In order to adapt to these developments the decision makers are interested in possibilities
to facilitate future growth by exploring types of distribution networks. The current distribution network of Albert
consists of two Distribution Centers (DC’s), fulfillment centers or Home Shop Centers (HSC) as referred to by Albert
and three spoke-ends, depots, dispatch locations or distribution hubs as referred to by Albert. The organization
receives inbound orders from the AH supply chain and from direct suppliers. Production, i.e. the fulfillment
process, takes place in the HSC’s. Orders for the distribution hubs are picked and packed in the HSC’s and
transported in large motor carriers by means of third party logistics providers (3PL) to the hubs, where orders are
dispatched in smaller delivery vans for home delivery. This network is called a hub-and-spoke network in which
order fulfillment is centralized in the HSC’s and delivery is decentralized by utilizing hubs. Chopra (2003) stresses
that changes in the design of the distribution network directly impact the overall supply chain costs. This
emphasizes the need for well-considered choices concerning any adaptation of the distribution network. The initial
exploring activities into distribution networks are conducted in this study, as the objective of this study is to: ‘To
support successful growth of the organization, by exploring distribution networks in online grocery retailing which
enable Albert to facilitate growth in The Netherlands.’ In order to achieve the research objective, the following
general research question is answered: ‘Which distribution networks are possible for Albert to facilitate growth in
The Netherlands?’
The methodology used in this study to achieve the objective concerns a literature review, a qualitative multiplecase study and interviews. The three step approach applied in this study is based on insights from literature and
tools on scenario planning. Scenario planning involves setting up a number of steps and scenario planning can be
used to involve people in strategic conversations or as a means to construct scenarios. The approach used in this
research consists of three steps: 1) Defining strategic and tactical decision variables in online grocery retailing, 2)
Analyzing international cases in online grocery retailing, and 3) Defining possible distribution networks.
The first step in exploring distribution networks consists of describing several strategic and tactical decision
variables in designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing. The aim of this step is to create a list of
decision variables and their interrelationships in deciding on distribution networks in the online arena. The list of
variables is primarily derived from a study of De Koster (2002) on decisions with respect to distribution of products
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in online retailing and previous studies from researchers and practitioners in the field of online grocery retailing.
The following strategic decision variables are described: selecting facilities and locations, order fulfillment, degree
of automation in warehousing, position of costumer order decoupling point (CODP), inventory allocation, product
range, outsourcing delivery, delivery options, size of delivery area, market segment. The following tactical decision
variables are described: delivery schedule and time slots, delivery fees and minimum order sizes, length of delivery
lead-time and returns strategy.
The second step consists of a qualitative multiple case study on three international online grocers, Webvan, Ocado,
Tesco and Albert in order verify the relative importance of the variables in designing distribution networks. The
cases are selected on the basis of successfulness and fulfillment model criteria and are described along four topics:
market management, distribution networks, fulfillment and inventory and delivery options, which incorporate all
the decision variables of step 1. Data collection in the multiple case study is drawn from existing secondary
sources, compiled by other researchers and publicly available data and documents. The third step consists of
defining possible distribution networks on the basis of step 1 and 2. The literature review, step 1 and case study in
step 2 concluded that the order fulfillment strategic decision variable is dominant in designing a distribution
network. On the basis of step 1 and 2, the following four distribution networks are defined:
•

Decentralized store-based network,

•

Semi-decentralized hybrid network (with hubs),

•

Centralized DC-based network with hubs and,

•

Decentralized DC-based network with hubs.

The majority of e-grocers that use a DC-based network operate a hub-and-spoke network to facilitate growth.
Crucial in making this DC-based network work is sufficient drop density, i.e. the number of deliveries made within a
specific area within a specific time frame. Growth can be facilitated by expanding the network with hubs (spokeends) to decrease stem distances, i.e. the distance travelled from the DC or hub to the delivery zone. The DC-based
network enables e-grocers to efficiently deliver consumer goods to customer homes by combining centralized
order fulfillment with decentralized delivery. Benefits exist in terms of scalability, economies of scale, inventory
aggregation and risk pooling, flexibility and stock-outs and substitutions.
Conclusion
Both the Decentralized DC-based network with hubs and the Centralized DC-based network with hubs are possible
network types for Albert. Albert currently operates the Decentralized DC-based network with hubs in which
manual order assembling processes take place. In light of the current network type, a deliberate market strategy is
recommended to create customer density and build up sufficient demand. Marketing should be focused on
acquiring new customers within the current market in order to build a dense customer-base. Create dense volume
over simple fast volume.
Once sufficient dense volume is built and resources are available, a switch to the Centralized DC-based network
with hubs, which consist of one single production facility, is feasible to increase productivity, reduce safety stock,
to improve quality control and stock-out and substitutions. Automation in warehousing processes is a proper way
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to reduce picking costs and to raise productivity, capacity and accuracy. Webvan proved that building dense
volume is crucial for making a highly automated business a success. In order to achieve sufficient utilization levels a
step-wise implementation approach can be used, which lowers the initial required capital investment. The
following recommendations for Albert are derived from this study.
Recommendations
• Grow dense. Crucial to making a DC-based model with home delivery successful is drop density. Achieve
growth and build volume within the current geographic market orientation focused on density. Create
dense volume over simple fast volume. Focused direct marketing e.g. flyers to customers neighbors can
contribute to building a dense customer base, which contributes to creating efficiency in the home
delivery operations.
•

Build volume and scale to Centralized DC-based network with hubs. The current network type, i.e.
Decentralized DC-based network with hubs is suitable for building dense and stable volume prior to
scaling to the Centralized DC-based network with hubs. The organization should obviously be able to
attract sufficient resources to invest in the centralized facility with hub locations. This network fully
capitalizes the benefits of centralization in terms of capacity, efficiency, stock-outs and substitutions,
required safety stock, picking costs and savings on inbound transportation. The centralized network
consist of one single production facility and has automated fulfillment processes to increase productivity
and accuracy, implemented in a step wise manner to achieve sufficient capacity utilization rates and to
lower the initial required capital investment. In order to facilitate growth and attain larger geographical
distances, the network can be expanded by adding hubs (spoke-ends).

•

Differentiate the service model, time slot length, availability and delivery charges. The current service
model treats households and small enterprises in an identical manner in terms of length of delivery
windows and delivery charge. The length of the time slot impacts the level of customer service as well as
the delivery costs. Shorter windows imply higher service, but lead to high delivery costs due to inflexibility
in planning. It might be beneficial to offer time slot with different lengths e.g. 4-hour windows to business
customers since there is always someone around to receive the order. In addition, differentiating the
delivery charge for business customers can contribute to achieving profitability. The comparison of the egrocers in the case study showed that Albert offers less time windows than the other cases, both within a
day and during the week. Further research is suggested on extending the available time slots and the
impact for the organization. In addition, to increase customer retention, home delivery packages can be
offered that allow customers to order multiple (fixed or variable) orders within a given time frame for a
certain predefined price. This marketing proposition is offered by several e-grocers in the US and the UK.

•

Add higher margin non-grocery products. Once an effective logistics infrastructure is in place and a loyal
customer base is built, the product range could be enlarged with high margin non-grocery products. This
would enable Albert to leverage the created distribution network or ‘ last mile’ to households and small
businesses and to compensate for low margin grocery products.
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1

Introduction

In today’s world the pace of daily life has increased and with people busier, there is growing needs for consumerdirect delivery channels in retailing that provide convenience. Internet retailing allows customers to purchase
goods online and have them delivered directly to their front door (Agatz et al., 2007). Since the early 90’s many
supermarkets started to sell groceries online. Consumers in the US report that convenience and saving time are
the primary reasons for consumers to buy groceries online. In addition, physical constraints, avoiding impulse
purchases and dislike standing in line are drivers for online grocery shopping (Morgansky and Cude, 2000).
Electronic grocery shopping provides opportunities to bypass parts of the traditional retail chain, like the shelves in
the supermarket by delivering groceries directly to consumer’s homes (Department of Commerce, 1998).
E-tailing, or Internet retailing is gradually becoming an important channel for retailers to complement their multichannel strategy, influenced by the need for consumer-direct channels that cover the ‘last mile’ to the customer
homes. The global grocery industry has a considerable experience in Internet-based home delivery services and
has seen the rise and fall of many companies during the Internet bubble. In 2000 it was estimated that by 2007
twenty percent of the USA $500 billion grocery market would be Internet-based (Anderson Consulting, 2000).
However, reality shows that market shares are only marginal but gradually growing. The US Census Bureau (2006)
indicates that e-commerce retail or e-tail accounts for $71 billion, or only 2% of the total US retail economy.
Since the Internet many companies have entered the arena of online grocery and delivery services. The
development of online supermarkets has gone through two major phases. The first phase happened during the
Internet boom, when virtual supermarkets were set up in the US. Examples include Peapod, Streamline, Webvan,
HomeGrocer and GroceryWorks (Yousept and Li, 2004). Most of them closed down, the ones that survived have
been bought by brick-and-mortar incumbents: Peapod was acquired by Royal Ahold and GroceryWorks by Safeway
(Yousept and Li, 2004).
The second phase consisted of conventional retail companies that adopted a bricks-and-clicks strategy, like
Albertson’s, Safeway, Lowes Food in the USA and Tesco’s, Sainsbury’s and Asda in the UK (Yousept and Li, 2004).
Ahold, an international group of quality supermarkets and food operators based in the United States and Europe
has also adopted a multi-channel strategy. In the USA Ahold operates Peapod as an integrated element of Stop &
Shop/Giant-Landover. In The Netherlands Ahold owns Albert, the home delivery service for the internet-based
shops of Albert Heijn (AH), Etos and Gall & Gall, all retail companies of Ahold. E-commerce is one of the focus areas
within Ahold’s strategy and Albert is a valuable format of AH as it complements the existing format portfolio,
consisting of local stores, XL stores and To go stores.

1.1

Albert

Since 2001 Albert has grown intensively with an average annual turnover growth around 25 percent and the
average basket size doubled since 2001, from € 65 to € 130 in 2008. Albert is currently able to reach around 6
million households and small enterprises in The Netherlands and offers around 10,000 different products. The
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organization handles on average over 20,000 orders per week. The organization employs around 1,000 employees
within the e-commerce- and the operations department. In order to the fulfill orders and to provide home delivery
services, Albert designed a distribution network.
A distribution network or structure is the constellation of warehouses, stores, delivery area, transportation
network (including hub and fulfillment centers) used to fulfill the orders and to bring the order to the customer (De
Koster, 2002). The distribution network of Albert consists of two Home Shop Centers (HSC) and three distribution
hubs or spoke-ends. Albert receives inbound orders from the AH supply chain and from direct suppliers.
Production, i.e. the fulfillment process, takes place in the HSC’s. Orders for the distribution hubs are picked and
packed in the HSC’s and transported in large motor carriers by means of third party logistics providers (3PL) to the
hubs, where orders are dispatched in smaller delivery vans for home delivery. This network is called a hub-andspoke network in which order fulfillment is centralized and delivery is decentralized. From both the HSC’s and the
hub locations delivery takes place to the final customers, households or small business costumers.

1.2 Background of the problem
Albert is a constantly growing organization illustrated by annual growth in, among others, turnover, orders,
employees, and fleet. In order to adapt to these developments the decision makers are interested in possibilities
to facilitate future growth in The Netherlands by exploring distribution networks. Changes in the design of the
distribution network directly impacts the overall supply chain costs as stressed by Chopra (2003). This emphasizes
the need for well-considered choices concerning any adaptation of the distribution network. Choices include
centralized vs. decentralized structures, automation in warehousing and delivery models. Albert would like to have
support for these considerations by means of scientific research focusing on exploring alternative distribution
networks.
The purpose of this research is to explore distribution networks that are possible for Albert to facilitate growth in
The Netherlands. Studying literature on strategic and tactical decision variables in online grocery retailing
combined with a multiple case study of three international grocery retailers and Albert provides a holistic view on
different practices in order to verify the relative importance of the decision variables in designing distribution
networks. The qualitative multiple case study combined with literature on decision variables provides sufficient
ground to define possible distribution networks.

1.3 Research objective and questions
This research project is defined as a practice-oriented research project since it concerns an intervention in
order to change an existing situation. This research project explores distribution networks in online grocery
retailing on the basis of an extensive literature review on decision variables and a multiple case study on
International online grocery retailers. The following research objective is defined for this project:
To support successful growth of the organization, by exploring distribution networks in online grocery retailing
which enable Albert to facilitate growth in The Netherlands
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The following general research question is derived from the research objective.
General research question:
1)

Which distribution networks are possible for Albert to facilitate growth in The Netherlands?

In order to arrive at a proper answer on the general research question, the following specific research questions
are defined. Each of the specific research questions contributes to finding the answer on the general research
question and the specific questions are elaborated in the subsequent chapters of this report.
Specific research questions:
2)

How can scenario studies be utilized in this research?

3)

What are strategic and tactical decision variables for designing distribution networks in online grocery
retailing?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of international online grocery retailers and what can be

4)

learned from these cases for designing distribution networks?
5)

What are the key decision variables for designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing?

1.4 Research strategy, sampling and data collection
The research strategy in this project is an exploratory qualitative multiple case study. A case study is defined as an
objective, in-depth examination of a contemporary phenomenon where the investigator has little control over
events (Yin, 1989). The events in this research are three international grocery retailers and Albert. Case study
research is appropriate as strategy when ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions need to be answered, when the researcher does
not have much control over the events, and when studying a current phenomenon within a real-life scenario (Yin,
2003). This study investigates the relative importance of the decision variables in designing a distribution network,
on the bases of the multiple case study. Although the selection or sampling of cases is determined by the
researcher on the bases predefined criteria, the operations of the companies and strategies pursuit are not
controlled by the researcher. This implies that case research is an appropriate empirical approach to developing an
understanding of ‘real world’ events for this project purpose, since control conditions are satisfied.
Data collection in the multiple case study is drawn from existing secondary sources. Secondary research consists of
empirical data analysis of studies compiled by other researchers or publicly available data and documents.
Although secondary sources in general lack a certain degree of reliability since it was either gathered or published
for other purposes, these are still valuable sources since they reflect the current practices of the cases. Besides,
several academics have conducted research in the field of online grocery retailing so there is sufficient reliable
publicly available information. In addition, the time set for this final project inhibits extensive data collection from
primary sources such as interviews with people involved or observations at the international grocers.
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Chapter three explains the methodology i.e. the three step approach utilized in this research project in order to
define possible distribution networks for Albert to facilitate growth in The Netherlands.

1.5 Scope of research
This research is limited to providing possible types of distribution networks for Albert. The scope of this research is
restricted to the distribution network of Albert. Albert receives inbounds goods from the AH supply chain. The
supply side is not within the scope of this project. The distribution network of Albert runs from the point of
reception of finished goods in the fulfillment centers (HSC’s) up to the point of reception by the final customer. The
geographic area served by means of the distribution network of Albert is limited to The Netherlands. This study is
limited to analysis of strategic and tactical decision variables in designing distribution networks in online retailing
and omits decision variables at operational level for two reasons. First, the explorative nature of this study inhibits
elaboration of operational decisions, and second, it requires the distribution network to be operational.

1.6 Definitions
This section defines several concepts used in the course of this study to achieve an equal level of understanding.
For the purpose of this research, the following concepts are defined:
Distribution network

the constellation of warehouses, stores, delivery area, transportation network
(including hub and fulfillment centers) used to fulfill the orders and to bring the
orders to the customer (De Koster, 2002)

Drop density

the number of deliveries made within a square mile over a specific time frame

Drop distance

the distance traveled once a drop or delivery zone is reached (Rushton et al., 2006)

Hub-and-spoke network

a hub-and-spoke model is derived from the air line industry where large numbers of
direct connections are replaced with fewer indirect connections. The system
involves centralization of routes. In the online grocery industry the ‘hub’ in huband-spoke network is defined as a fulfillment center, DC, warehouse or Home Shop
Center, in the case of Albert, where production takes place. The spoke ends are
defined as dispatch locations, depots, transshipment stations or called hubs at
Albert (Hub = HSC, Spoke-end = Hub)

‘Last-mile’ delivery

encompasses the activity that physically moves the products to the customer. In the
case of home delivery, this is known as ‘the last mile’ (Agatz et al., 2007)

Multi-channel distribution

combination of ‘bricks-and-clicks’ – the integration of e-fulfillment into a portfolio
of multiple alternative distribution channels (Agatz et al., 2007)

Stem distance

the distance to and from a delivery zone (Rushton et al., 2006)
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1.7 Structure of the report
The first chapter of this report introduces the context of the research and determines the research problem,
formulates the research objective and questions, the strategy, sampling and data, sets the boundaries of the
research and provides definitions. The second chapter contains an introduction to the online grocery industry on
the basis of a brief literature scan, to provide an understanding of the processes and challenges in the business.
The third chapter explains the methodology and consists of a literature review on scenario planning, provides tools
and techniques, and the three step approach utilized in the course of this project to explore possible distribution
networks. The fourth chapter concerns a literature review on decision variables in online retailing, divided into
strategic and tactical variables adopted from previous studies. The fifth chapter entails a case study on three
International online grocers and Albert. The cases are described on the basis of four topics in order to verify how
the decision variables provided in chapter four apply to their business practices and verify their importance in
designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing. The sixth chapter provides possible distribution
networks by combining the decision variables in chapter four with the applied and analyzed variables in chapter
five. The final chapter provides the conclusions, recommendations and a critical review on this research in the
discussion.
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2

Introduction to the online grocery industry

This chapter provides an introduction into the online grocery industry on the basis of a brief literature scan. The
first section compares the traditional with the online supermarket to explain the context of the business. The
second section entails a description of the various business models present in the industry and the third section
explains the processes and challenges between operations and marketing in online retailing. The introduction is
finalized by a summary.

2.1 Traditional vs. online supermarket
This section briefly describes the fundamental differences between a traditional bricks-and-mortar supermarket or
offline supermarket and an online supermarket. Although both types of supermarkets show several similarities,
there are some fundamental differences and challenges for online supermarkets to overcome. Figure 1 provides a
view on the differences between the two types of supply chain structures.

Figure 1: Simplified traditional vs. online grocery supply chain (Source: Adapted from Yrjölä, 2001)

Figures 1 shows in a glance the fundamental difference as depicted by the grey arrow where the customer visits
the shop by himself and picks and receives the goods, compared to the bottom pink in which the groceries are
picked, packed by the e-grocer and delivered to the customer household. The last extension of the supply chain,
denoted with the pink arrow, is commonly referred to as the ‘last mile’ in logistics. Although these figures suggest
there is only a slight difference between the two supply chain structures, reality shows that covering the last mile
efficiently is a challenging activity. The grocery industry is characterized by hyper-competition with average net
margins of 1-2 per cent of sales, deals with highly perishable products that also tend to be fragile and have a low
value to size ratio, widely varying consumer tastes, and consumer focus on price (Boyer et al., 2003). In general a
substantial part of the operational cost of food retailers consist of logistic costs: costs of keeping stock, operating
warehouses and stores, costs of distribution, and cost of logistic information systems (De Koster, 2002). This
shows that warehouse operations and delivery in the online environment should be highly efficient in order to
become a viable option. It also requires that consumers realize the cost of going to the store (Bartolotta, 1998).
Consumers spend (leisure) time on shopping and when travelling by car, fuel, insurances and depreciation should
be valuated. Extending the supply chain brings in various opportunities for the e-grocer to include new value
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adding services such as Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI), meaning that the e-grocer is responsible for inventory
replenishment in the households.

2.2 Business models in online grocery retailing
The major players in the online supermarket arena differentiate themselves in the types of products, range of
assortment, and most importantly, the fulfillment process, i.e. the process of picking, packing and delivering the
orders. These decisions are highly related to the specific business model and this influences the chance of
becoming a viable business. Literature on business models in electronic grocery shopping (Hays et al., 2004)
provides the following three categories: 1) pure-play e-grocers, 2) bricks-and-clicks, and 3) partnership. The
fundaments of these business models differ and will be explained in the following.
Pure-play companies do not posses any offline store infrastructure and have built their business from scratch. The
online grocery industry has seen the rise and fall of many of these business models such as, Webvan, HomeGrocer,
Shoplink, and Streamline, all in the USA. Although many pure-play e-grocers failed, the ones that survived did so by
partnering with existing online supermarkets. To date various lessons can be learned from the cases that failed.
Especially the bankruptcy of Webvan proofed to be valuable for today’s businesses. Bricks-and-Clicks supermarkets
have been anticipating on the development of online services in a later stage than the initial pure-play e-grocers.
As the potential of selling groceries online became more apparent offline supermarkets started to pursue a multichannel strategy, by establishing an online sales channel. Bricks-and-clicks companies have the advantage of
retaining their current customers and tapping into the new market of online costumers. Examples of Bricks-andclicks grocers are Albertsons, Publix, Safeway in the USA and Tesco and Sainsbury’s in the UK. The last group of
business models is partnership e-grocers. Due to a lack of buying power, logistical infrastructure, unsatisfying
volumes and large capital investments many pure-play e-grocers have partnered with existing brick-and-mortar
supermarkets. As an example Peapod in the USA has partnered with Ahold in order to stay in business. Combining
both business models provides the possibility to combine the strengths of both models. Peapod is now linked to
Stop-and-Shop and Giant Landover, two retail companies of Ahold. This illustrates how a partnership can
compensate for the specific weaknesses of the pure-play business model.

2.3 Operational and marketing challenges
Home delivery services for groceries are valuable channels that enable bricks-and-clicks supermarkets to
complement their service offering. Targeting on both the conventional supermarket channel and the online
channel provides the company the ability to serve that market segment that demands convenience. As the
previous section explained there are some fundamental differences between an offline and online supermarket
and between the business models. Online grocery retailing can roughly be divided into the following three
processes: 1) order placement, 2) order picking, and 3) order delivery. These will be explained in more detail in the
remainder of this section.
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Order placement
Order placement entails constructing a shopping list or list of orders and transacting this in the web shop of the egrocer. This step in the home delivery service is of key importance for the e-grocer because the ease of using this
system can either encourage or discourage costumers to do repeat purchases. Research by Boyer et al. (2003)
among Lowes Food (e-grocer) costumers revealed that time saving and avoiding impulse purchases were the most
commonly cited benefits of online shopping. However, first time ordering comes with additional time as the
costumer needs to get used to the system. This makes first time ordering a critical aspect for success. Jiang et al.
(2000) support this statement in their research on the ease of use of technology in relation to internet usage. They
showed that one of the major hurdles for adopting Internet ordering of groceries is that the first order is often
time consuming and confusing because of the inherent differences between shopping online or in a traditional
store. One way to significantly reduce ordering time is by offering options to save shopping lists, or provide
standard shopping list for events. There is a striking issue for e-grocers to streamline the ordering process and
communicate clearly with customers to improve their customer retention ratio. Retention of customers is vital in
online food retailing since research showed that acquiring new customers is expensive.
Order picking
Order picking is one of the major obstacles in making home delivery of groceries profitable. In a conventional
supermarket customers browse through the store with their trolleys and select their products, enter in the
checkout line and the clerk scans all items and processes the transaction. This concept relies heavily on selfservice. The one thing that customers are not held responsible for is stocking of goods on the shelves of the
supermarket. Now consider the situation for home delivery, in which all of the above mentioned processes are
performed by professional shoppers. According to Boyer et al. (2003) they should be able to shop more efficiently
on the basis of the following premises: repeatability (shopping once a week or 40 hours a week), route planning
(efficient routing software) and specialization (picking a subset of groceries). The fulfillment processes can be
approached as an industrial process of assembling shopping baskets instead of products. There are two different
ways to fulfill orders, either in a local store or dedicated distribution center (DC), besides a combination is possible,
called a hybrid model, utilized by Peapod in the US. In practice both approaches are used by several e-grocers,
some have proven to become profitable with store-based picking like Tesco in the UK, others proved to be
profitable with DC-based picking like Ocado a London-based e-grocer. Detailed information on order fulfillment
models is presented in chapter 4.
Order delivery
When the orders are assembled the last step is to cover the ‘last mile’ to the customers’ doorstep. Home delivery
is a challenging task for at least two reasons (Boyer et al., 2003). First, the type of customers who most likely value
this service are also the most demanding. They want their groceries delivered in a fairly constrained time period. In
general, smaller delivery windows result in higher costs due to inefficiencies in transportation planning. Second,
home delivery of groceries is expensive. Estimations of the delivery costs per order are hard to compare as the
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underlying variables differ. Nevertheless, Delaney-Klinger et al. (2003) estimate the cost per delivery to be at least
$15. Following Yrjölä et al. (2005), other logistical challenges in home delivery are: short delivery windows inhibit
effective combining, traffic jams in urban areas increase transportation time and uncertainties in planning and
daily changes in the amount of orders inhibit effective usage of transportation capacity. Finally, temperature
controlling in vans (cool boxes, or cooled vans) to comply with food quality standards is a challenge.
There is a trade-off between marketing and logistic operations. While marketing is concerned with improving the
costumer satisfaction and providing the highest level of customer service, the logistical operations focus on
efficient operations in both order assembling and delivery to establish a profitable business. Various studies have
been conducted on the efficiency of different delivery models (Yrjölä, 2001; Punakivi, 2003).

2.4 Summary
This chapter showed that online grocery retailing is a challenging business due to the characteristics of the grocery
industry. Hyper-competition, low margins, low value to size ratios, fragile and perishable products and price
sensitive costumers require fulfillment and logistics operations to be highly efficient in order to become a
commercial viable business. Order placement is a critical element in online grocery retailing because the ease of
using the system can either encourage or discourage customers to do repeat purchases. Since acquiring new
customers is expensive there is a challenge for online grocery retailers to improve their customer retention ratio.
These business models can be found in the online grocery industry: pure-play, bricks-and-clicks and partnerships.
The model determines where online order fulfillment takes place. The alternatives are in physical stores, DC’s and
hybrid. Home delivery as part of the fulfillment process is a prime example of the tension between marketing and
operations. From a marketing perspective e-grocers would like to offer tight delivery windows as it offers
convenience, since customers do not need to stay at home all day. But smaller delivery windows result in
inefficiencies in planning and make home delivery expensive. Other factors that make home delivery operations
costly are traffic jams in urban areas causing uncertainty in planning, and daily changes in the amount of order that
inhibit effective use of capacity. To reduce transportation inefficiencies and costs, online grocery retailers should
focus on customer density and built up their business gradually. Focus on high quality and fast customer response
that makes online grocery retailing expensive, but it contributes to building a loyal customer base. All things
considered, the critical aspect is to carefully balance customer service with logistics costs.
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3

Methodology

This chapter explains the methodology used in this research project to explore and suggest possible distribution
networks. In the proposal phase of this research project scenario planning is proposed as a feasible tool for
developing distribution networks. This chapter elaborates on scenario planning and answers the first specific
research question: ’How can scenario studies be utilized in this research?’ The first section clarifies the history of
scenario planning, the several definitions in literature and the utilization of scenario planning in strategic decision
making. The second section provides several tools and techniques for scenario planning used in practice, whereas
the final section applies the techniques and tools for use in this research project.

3.1 What is scenario planning?
Scenario planning has been widely embraced by multinational companies as a tool to support strategic decision
making and planning in uncertain business environments. The tool has been developed in the early sixties by the
US military to predict the effects of exploding an atomic bomb (Schwartz, 1991). In a later stage the Hudson
Institute directed by Herman Kahn adapted scenario planning for the purpose of companies as he called it ‘’future
– now’’ thinking. To get scenario planning of the ground The Hudson Institute looked for corporate sponsors
whom they found in IBM, Shell and General Motors. The tool has proven his value in the 70’s when Shell
anticipated adequately and successfully on external factors that caused two oil crises and resulted in a tremendous
increase in oil prices. Since then, scenario planning became a more widely adopted tool for managers to predict
the future in order to reduce uncertainty in planning and decision making. It encouraged the establishment of a
large variety of definitions along with the development of different methods for divergent purposes.
Chermack and Lynham (2002) conducted research on various definitions and outcome variables of scenario
planning. Porter (1985) for example defined scenario planning as “An internally consistent view of what the future
might turn out to be – not a forecast, but one possible future outcome”. Porter stresses that forecasting and
scenario planning are two related but not equivalent terms and emphasizes that scenario planning constructs one
possible future outcome. Simpson (1992) on the other hand advocates that scenario planning produces not one
but multiple alternate future states. He defines scenario planning as “The process of constructing alternate futures
of a business’ external environment”. Over the years the definitions became more focused towards the utilization
within management decision-making. Wilson (2000) for example debates that “Scenarios are a management tool
used to improve the quality of executive decision making and help executives make better, more resilient strategic
decisions”. The previous definitions and outcome variables make it apparent that discrepancies exist between the
outcome variables. Chermack and Lynham (2002) analyzed a long list of definitions and outcome variables and
summarized these into four major categories, namely:
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Change thinking,
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Informed narratives or stories about possible or plausible futures,
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•

Enhanced human and organization learning and imagination.

Change thinking aims at system thinking within the organization, enhancing the ability to “see and think” in
“interconnected wholes” contributing to a holistic view of what the future might be from different perspectives.
While change thinking relies more on mental models, informed narrative combines mental models with the
construction of scenarios on the bases of combination of analysis and imagination and should be challenging,
credible and convincing to the audience and architects (Chermack and Lynham, 2002). Improved decision making
about the future emphasizes that when multiple alternative future scenarios are constructed and implications for
the business are determined, an organization is better prepared to respond to emergent future variables. The last
category concerns definitions that stress the fact that involving various people in strategic conversations improves
organizational learning.
The following section provides an overview of approaches and tools for scenario development. The approaches
should be centered on use for developing distribution networks and therefore combinations of approaches are
feasible.

3.2 Tools and Techniques
Scenario planning tools differ from traditional forecasting techniques in the sense that forecasting techniques are
based on the assumption that tomorrow’s world will be much like today’s (Huss and Honton, 1987). The underlying
assumption is wrong in the situation of a changing business environment and therefore scenario planning is more
appropriate as it accepts and incorporates uncertainty into the planning process. In addition, extrapolation
techniques rely heavily on today as a starting point, while scenario planning techniques encourage managers to
have a broad view on the business environment. Over the years scenario planning utilization has developed and so
did the approaches. Huss and Honton (1987) compared and assessed some of the major scenario analysis
approaches in order to apply (dis)advantages to each approach. The following section will briefly explain the
Intuitive logics approach, trend-impact analysis, cross-impact analysis and Schoemaker’s approach.
Intuitive Logics
The Intuitive Logics approach is founded by Stanford Research Institute (SRI) International and assumes that
business decisions are based on a complex set of relationships among economic, political, technological, social,
resource and environmental factors. Although many of these factors are external of nature they do need to be
understood properly in order to improve decision making concerning product development, new ventures,
capacity expansion and new business strategies (Huss and Honton, 1987). Some of these variables are accurate
and precise as they have a quantitative nature e.g. demographics, others are imprecise and less predictable like
consumer preferences, attitudes, lifestyles or politics. SRI International defines scenarios as ‘devices for ordering
one’s perceptions about alternative environments in which one’s decisions might be played out’. The Intuitive
Logics approach consists of the following eight steps:
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Step 1: Analyzing the decisions and strategic concerns The first step defines narrowly the scope of the fundamental
organizational decisions with a wide range of consequences such as investments in capacity, facilities or market
strategies. It is important in this stage to involve relevant management and staff to determine the decisions and
concerns to be addressed.
Step 2: Identifying the key decision factors The next step relates to the construction of key factors that directly
influence the outcome of the decisions. These factors can be economic conditions, price trends, capital and human
availability, or environmental resources. The more concise the information concerning these factors is, the better
the quality of decision-making is (Huss and Honton, 1987).
Step 3: Identifying the key environmental forces The environmental forces are typically determined on the bases of
e.g. outside information from consultants, business-analysts, or scanning systems. The environmental factors put
the key decision factors in perspective. Environmental factors can be social, economic, political, and technological.
Within these factors it can include demographic patterns, social and lifestyle patterns, economic conditions,
international conditions or others.
Step 4: Analyzing the environmental forces Once the environmental forces have been determined analysis takes
place on the interrelationship between forces, conjoint influences and uncertainties. Proper discussions within this
step ensure useful scenarios at a later stage.
Step 5: Defining scenario logics This step in the approach concerns the construction of a logic underpinning of the
scenario’s and underlying principles and assumptions. The logic is based on the previous steps and incorporates
the various possibilities for scenario building, based on the assumptions and uncertainties. Ultimately different
themes can be addressed to the scenarios that cover the content.
Step 6: Elaborating the scenarios This involves combining scenario logics with the previously constructed
environmental analysis. The scenarios suppose to be written in such a way that they provide focused information
that is relevant to assess the impact on the previously determined key decision factors.
Step 7: Analyzing implications for key decision factors This step involves the assessment of the impact of each
scenario on the key decision factors identified in step 2.
Step 8: Analyzing implications for decisions and strategies The final step in the Intuitive Logic approach concerns an
in-depth assessment of the implications that each of the scenarios have on the predetermined assumptions and
decisions to be made. Questions like, ‘What do the scenarios imply for the design and timing of a strategy?’, or
‘Which factors in the scenarios should be monitored carefully?’ and ‘What opportunities and threats do the
scenarios sketch?’
Next we will delve into the trend-impact analysis as a technique for strategic planning.
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Trend-impact analysis
Trend-impact analysis is used by many futurists in the early seventies. It relies on an independent forecast of the
key dependent variables, which are adjusted on the bases of the impact of events. The analysis consists of the
following eight steps.
Step 1: Select topic and identify key scenario drivers The first step consists of the definition of the exact topic of
study and the determination of two to three key decision making factors that have major influence on the topic.
Next, each of these drivers is divided into alternative states e.g. low – high, small – large etc.
Step 2: Create a scenario space The second step concerns a selection of a subset of six alternative scenarios with
different axes or factors as defined in the previous step.
Step 3: Identity important trends and collect time series data & Step 4: Prepare naïve extrapolation The third step
in the trend-impact analysis consists of gathering series of historical data on each defined trend. Simple time series
techniques can be utilized in step 4 to forecast the trends into the future.
Step 5: Establish a list of impacting events This step involves the construction of a long list of events on the bases
of the Delphi technique in which consensus needs to be achieved among managers or consultants. These events
are similar to the events in the Intuitive Logic approach and can be economical, social, political, or technological of
nature.
Step 6: Establish probabilities of occurrence for each event Define or estimate time depended probabilities for
occurrence of the events in each scenario within the scenario space.
Step 7: Modify extrapolation This step combines the impact of an event probability to produce an adjusted
extrapolation of the impacting trends, plus estimates of upper and lower quartile limits (Huss and Honton, 1987).
Step 8: Write narratives The last step consists of developing narratives based on the results of the trend-impact
analysis per scenario.
Cross-Impact Analysis
The next discussed tool for scenario planning is the Cross-Impact Analysis. For years scientist argued that defining
events in isolation is irrelevant and inefficient, this resulted in an urgent need for an approach that makes
correlations between the different events. Therefore the Cross-Impact Analysis has been developed that
incorporates relationships between the probabilities of occurrences of events. This concept is a computerized
model, fairly outdated, not directly available and is therefore not suitable for utilization in this research project.
Schoemaker
Schoemaker (1995) published an article on scenario planning as a tool for strategic thinking. His article, based on a
series of case studies in the advertising business in South Africa, describes how to build scenarios in a step-by-step
process and how to use the resulting stories for future planning in the organization. Scenario planning is a means
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to compensate for two common errors, which are under prediction and over prediction of change. Schoemaker
(1995) points out that scenario planning is most beneficial for use in corporate wide strategic planning or vision
building. The process of constructing scenarios is described by Schoemaker (1995) in 10 steps which are
summarized below.
Step 1: Define the Scope
Step 2: Identify the Major Stakeholders
Step 3: Identify Basic Trends
Step 4: Identify Key Uncertainties
Step 5: Construct Initial Scenario Themes
Step 6: Check for Consistency and Plausibility
Step 7: Develop Learning Scenarios
Step 8: Identify Research needs
Step 9: Develop Quantitative Models
Step 10: Evolve toward Decision Scenarios
The above illustrated steps show ample similarities with the previously presented approaches. However
Schoemaker (1995) stresses the need for identification of the major stakeholders, while the other approaches take
this as a pre-condition for using scenario planning. Both the Schoemaker’s approach and the Trend-impact analysis
emphasize the need for quantitative data, either trends or probabilities to support the uncertainties in events that
impact the scenarios. The different techniques provided in this section show some overlap, although they all have
their own perspective, the fundaments are the same. The process steps by Schoemaker (1995) show multiple
similarities with both the Intuitive Logic approach and the Trend-Impact analysis.

3.3 Application
This research uses a combination of the previously presented tools for scenario planning to ensure sufficient
applicability for development of distribution networks. Literature on scenario planning techniques learned that
constructing scenarios is a step-by-step process and that practical techniques i.e. The Intuitive Logics approach,
Trend-Impact, Cross-Impact and Schoemaker’s approach differ in terms of the number of steps involved. The
Intuitive Logic approach emphasizes that business decisions are based on a complex set of interrelationships
among different factors.
An identical situation consists in this research because the decision variables have close interrelationships. This
implies that there is a need to have an initial wide scope in order to gain a proper understanding of the variables
before determining and focusing on the main variables for designing distribution networks. In addition, scenario
planning can be utilized as a goal to construct scenarios or as a means to involve people in strategic conversations
of the organization. In this research project a three step approach is used. The initial scope of the project is wide
where strategic and tactical decision variables are described and a more focused approach takes place in the
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subsequent steps in order to arrive at possible distribution networks for Albert. A similar approach can be found in
the Intuitive Logic approach where first an analysis of the decisions takes place and identification of the key
decisions in the succeeding step. The following section provides an overview of the three step approach used in
this project.
Step 1: Defining strategic and tactical decision variables in online grocery retailing
The first step in the scenario development process consists of describing strategic and tactical decision variables in
online grocery retailing. The aim of this step is to create a list of decision variables and their interrelationships in
deciding on distribution networks in the online arena. The list of variables is determined on the basis of the
previous studies from researchers and practitioners in the field of online grocery retailing.
Step 2: Analyzing international cases in online grocery retailing
Once the variables are analyzed, the next step is to conduct a qualitative multiple case study on three international
online grocery retailers and Albert to verify the relative importance of the variables in designing distribution
networks. In addition, this step determines the differences in configuration of the variables. The empirical data is
gathered from secondary sources of publicly available information from both previous studies and media.
Step 3: Defining possible distribution networks
This step concerns the construction of possible distribution networks on the basis of literature on strategic and
tactical decision variables and a case study on International cases of online grocery retailers and Albert. The
decision variables adopted from the literature are verified in the operations of the cases. The combined insights
derived from step 1 and step 2 form the basis for the distribution networks.
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4

Strategic and tactical decision variables in online grocery retailing

This chapter presents decision variables for distribution networks in online grocery retailing with home delivery,
divided into strategic and tactical variables, with the objective to answer the specific research question: ‘What are
strategic and tactical decision variables for designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing?’ De Koster
(2001) conducted research on different decisions that have to be taken with respect to the distribution of products
to consumers in online retailing. These decisions are divided into strategic and tactical decision variables. The
majority of decision variables included in this chapter are adopted from this study of De Koster (2001) and are
complemented with variables from Van der Laan (2000), Laseter et al., (2000), Grando and Gosso (2005) and
Konrum and Vangkilde (2007). The explanation of the variables is supported by complementary literature to
provide a holistic view of the decisions and their interrelationships. The list of variables dealt with in this chapter is
based on several researchers and covers a wide view on decisions relevant in online grocery retailing with home
delivery operations. However, the list does not tend to be exhaustive and other aspects may likely complement the
universal scope.
For a company to design a configuration of the distribution network decisions should be made at strategic, tactical
and operational level. Strategic decisions usually have a medium-to-long-term time horizon of 1 to 5 years or more
and concern structural decisions on for instance distribution structure, facility locations, transportation links,
outsourcing, policy decisions and many others (Handbook of Logistics and Distribution Management, 2006).
Tactical decisions on the other hand have a much shorter time horizon of 6 months to over a year and concern
annual budget allocation, subsystem decisions, or allocation different sources within the company e.g.
transportation, storage, space allocation and so forth. Decisions at a day-to-day basis (operational level) are
excluded from this research because it requires the distribution network to be operational.

4.1

Strategic decision variables

At a fundamental level, all firms requiring the flow of products among facilities in the process of developing and
delivering finished goods to a customer require a distribution network (Merriam, 2007). It is of vital importance to
design a distribution network in such a way that is has a natural fit with the industry engaged in. All of the
decisions are closely interrelated making it difficult to develop a sound distribution strategy (Mouritz and Evers,
1995). It is clear that any distribution network design should be tailored to the industry, and company specific
situation.
This section explores strategic decision variables for designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing.
First, considerations on the amount of facilities and the effect on other functions in organizations are explained,
including a list of location specific factors. This is followed by the fundamental choice of where fulfillment of
online orders takes place. Related to fulfillment choice is the possibility to automate parts of the fulfillment
process. The next variable discussed is the Customer Order Decoupling Point (CODP) i.e. the place in the supply
chain where orders become customer-specific. Subsequently inventory allocation and product range, two
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interrelated variables are discussed, followed by outsourcing delivery, and delivery options in online grocery
retailing. The final variables are the size of the delivery area, followed by the market segments online grocers can
target on.

4.1.1 Selecting facilities and locations
A distribution network is the constellation of warehouses, stores, delivery area, transportation network (including
hubs and fulfillment centers) used to fulfill the orders and to bring the order to the customer (De Koster, 2002). In
the design of a distribution network one need to decide upon several factors concerning the facilities, like the type
of facility, the number of facilities, locations, size, configuration and so on. Warehouses or DCs are usually built to
keep down production costs, link demand requirements with production capabilities, to provide customer service,
facilitate order assembly, and allow for break-bulk and to tackle large seasonal demands (Rushton et al., 2006). In
general the following types of DCs or facilities are distinguished (Rushton et al., 2006).
•

Finished goods DCs/Warehouses, these hold stock from factories

•

Distribution Centers, either central, national, regional, or local, holding stock to greater or lesser
extend

•

Trans-shipment sites or stock-less, transit or cross-docking, DCs, these do not hold inventory but
act as intermediary in the distribution operation

•

Seasonal stock-holding sites

•

Overflow sites

The basic trade-off in strategic DC location and distribution design concerns the choice for the most appropriate
combination of storage and transport at a given customer service level. The interrelationship of these distribution
elements and their associated costs thus provide the basis for decision making (Rushton et al., 2006). The numbers
and size of facilities in a network have a close relationship with the required inventory, warehousing and storage
costs at each location, but also with the resulting logistic costs. Overall, a large centralized distribution center can
benefit from economies of scale, better capacity utilization, space utilization, less safety stock, and costs per
product are lowered, by spreading DC costs over a large amount of throughput. The downside of centralized DCs is
that dis-economies of scale can occur like too much internal traveling times, too much response time,
management issues etc. A general relationship between the number of depots and storage costs is illustrated in
figure 2.
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Figure 2: Relationship between number of depots (i.e. storage capacity) and total storage costs (Source: Rushton et al. 2006)

Figure 2 reflects the overall correlation between number of depots and total storage costs. This can be different
for an individual company as cost structures might be different. Nevertheless it provides a basic understanding of
the trade-off between number of depots and storage costs. By the same token Chopra (2003) illustrates the
general relationship between the required number of facilities and the desired response time. Chopra (2003)
states that firms that target customers that tolerate long response times require fewer locations and can focus on
large capacity at each location. The opposite holds true for customers requiring a short response time. Firms
focusing on these customers should have multiple facilities in their network. The relationship between the
required response time and the required number of facilities is illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3: Relationship between desired response time and number of facilities (Source: Chopra, 2003)

Figure 3 shows that if the desired response time is short, the required number of facilities increases. When the
response time constraint is released the required number of facilities decreases correspondently. A similar
relationship exists between the transportation costs divided into primary transportation or inbound and secondary
or outbound transportation. Outbound transportation in this sense entails delivery of orders from the DC to the
customer. The delivery costs are depended on the distance traveled and comprises of two elements: 1) ‘drop’
distance, the distance traveled once a drop or delivery zone is reached and, 2) ‘stem’ distance, which is the
distance to and from a delivery zone (Rushton et al., 2006). The drop distance remains constant with varying
number of facilities, while stem distances are depended on number of facilities. The relationships between these
factors complemented with inventory holding costs and system costs associated with various numbers of depots
are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The relationship between total and functional logistic costs as the number of depots in a network changes (Source: Rushton et al.,
2006)

Figure 4 shows the total logistics costs comprising of the several functional costs associated with varying number
of facilities. It presents an optimum between 6-8 depots in terms of overall logistics costs, but more important it
provides an understanding of the trade-offs between amount of facilities and associated costs. As an example with
one centralized DC, primary or inbound transport costs are low, but local delivery costs are high due to large
traveling distances adding to the total logistic costs. The same consideration holds true for inventory and storage
costs. A centralized DC can benefit from economies of scale and risk pooling resulting in lower inventory costs
while multiple DCs have larger inventory costs.
According to Chopra (2003), in essence the need for a physical distribution network boils down to two aspects:
•

Customer needs, providing effective customer service

•

Cost of meeting customer needs, cost efficiency of meeting service

Various researchers emphasize that the end-customer should be put first when deciding on a distribution network
design and that these should be related to the costs associated with meeting these needs. ‘Ultimately, the ability
of an online retailer to fulfill customer needs will affect the amount of the consumers’ shopping dollars that will be
spent with a given supplier’ (Wolfinbarger and Gilly, 2001). The well known scholar Michael Porter (1985)
emphasizes that the most important task of any business is to create customer value. As a fact, the end-customer
decides whether or not to bring money into the supply chain. This justifies the mindset that the entire supply chain
design should be centered on the end-customer.
After becoming aware of the choices between amount of depots and the associated functional costs, the
geographical positioning of the facilities relative to suppliers and customers can be determined. In the online
grocery industry facility location is of vital importance as the efficiency of operations depends on local customer
density. Therefore transportation costs and in particularly stem distance is an important factor. In retailing, a
difference in location of few meters can make the difference between profit and loss (Slack et al., 1993). Changing
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a company’s facility location has an effect on customer service, shorter or larger response times and at the costs of
meeting these service levels, lower or higher operating costs. Location decisions are mostly driven by either
changing demand or changing supply situations. Slack et al. (1993) present location decisions at three levels:
•

choosing the region/country in which to locate the operation

•

choosing the area of the country or region

•

choosing the specific site within the area

Evaluation of the different suitable regions (2nd level) requires various site specific factors to be taken into
consideration when deciding on a preferred site. Rushton et al. (2006) list the following factors:
•

size and configuration of site

•

site access

•

local authority plans

•

site details

•

financial considerations

•

legislation and local regulation

•

building factors

•

availability of skilled labor

•

availability of suitable sites

•

proximity to transport infrastructure

•

government grants

4.1.2 Order fulfillment
The fulfillment process in online food retailing is important for the design of the distribution network. Most bricksand-mortar companies have the tendency to assemble online orders in their physical stores, while pure-play
companies choose to assemble orders in dedicated distribution centers. Some online food retailers founded
through a partnership, like Peapod use both fulfillment methods called a hybrid model. This section will explain
each of the alternative fulfillment models, adopted from Hays et al. (2004) and Scott and Scott (2006).

4.1.2.1 Store-based model
Many bricks-and-clicks companies leverage their existing store infrastructure by assembling online orders in their
local stores for delivery in adjacent areas. A prime example is Tesco in the UK that has built a large customer base
by exploiting their network of supermarkets for online order fulfillment, enabling to reach 90 percent of the UK
population. Customers order their groceries online. The web-based shopping lists are transmitted to the nearest
physical outlet where teams of dedicated employees pick the items and teams of drivers deliver the groceries to
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the customer. For assembling an order, employees use Special carts mounted with screen guides and ‘shelf
identifier’ Software instructing them where to pick the items in the list (Sandoval, 2002). This fulfillment model is
especially appropriate for bricks-and-clicks companies since they can leverage their existing infrastructure enabling
to gain rapid market share, while requiring low investment costs. Another advantage of the store-based model is
that response times are short due to the dense character of the network and the location of supermarkets in often
concentrated areas. In addition, new customers can easily be acquired because they are already physically present
when shopping. However, this already shows the drawback of in-store picking. First, cannibalization of the existing
channel can exist as customers substitute the conventional channel for the online channel. Furthermore,
supermarkets are not designed for efficient picking as the layout and product-to-location assignment in a
supermarket is such that relay times of customers are maximized (De Koster, 2002). In addition, products are not
shelved and sorted on the basis of unit turnover within a product family, but on product margin. Products stored at
eye-level have the highest margins, according to De Koster (2002). Next to design limitations another aspect that
inhibits efficient picking is the disturbance of regular customers and vis-à-vis, and the maximum shelve capacity
available. Inventory is coupled to the store making assortment widening therefore difficult to realize due to space
constraints. As a conclusion, store-based picking is relatively inefficient and results in high labor costs per order
but, is a viable option for bricks-and-clicks companies engaging in online food retailing to rapidly gain market
share, while keeping investment levels low.

4.1.2.2 DC-based model
Pure-play e-grocers in particular started to build up online businesses from scratch by building large dedicated
mostly automated distribution centers for order fulfillment. Among these are Ocado, Webvan, Simon Delivers,
FreshDirect and Grocery Gateway. Specially designed distribution centers have several advantages over the storebased model. Picking efficiency is much higher in dedicated centers due to optimal design of picking routes aimed
at picking and packing multiple small orders. In addition, internal traveling time can be reduced by using
appropriate systems, such as carousels (former Webvan), sorters (Wehkamp) or case-flow racks (Albert) and
appropriate information systems (De Koster, 2002). The pick process can be automated to increase picking
efficiency like Ocado; a London based online grocery retailer.

On the other hand building dedicated fulfillment centers for order fulfillment requires large capital investments
which can only be justified by satisfying scale. Real estate investments can be relatively low since inventory is
decoupled from the costumers. As a result, specially built distribution centers can be placed in industrial areas with
low real estate costs. In addition, large distribution centers allow for assortment widening since more storage
space is available. And inventory centralization and aggregation provides lower inventory costs and allows for
improved inventory control. Though, e-grocers still need sufficient demand volumes. This has been experienced by
some first generation e-grocers e.g. Webvan in the USA used highly automated fulfillment centers that required
extensive capital investments and a high level of capacity utilization. Combining these factors with low demand
levels, 30 minute delivery windows and free of charge delivery, it is not surprising that Webvan went bankrupt.
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Research in facility costs suggests a DC can be run profitably if a fulfillment center’s turnover equals that of twenty
average traditional stores (Delaney-Klinger et al., 2003)(Note: based on US data). Using dedicated distribution
centers for fulfillment is only feasible when certain conditions are met. De Koster (2002) conducted research on
the relation between a company’s organizational complexity, Web-based orientation and the distribution structure
used for the fulfillment of Internet customer orders in food. His study provided evidence for the hypothesis that
companies with sufficient order volumes (>5000/week) are better of picking orders from a dedicated distribution
center. In summary, distribution centers allow for efficient picking, large assortments, better inventory control and
lower costs, and serving a larger area. But building dedicated fulfillment centers comes with high fixed investment
costs, a longer lead time to set up compared to the store-based model, larger response time and higher
transportation costs (due to larger stem distances). In addition, it requires sufficient and concentrated demand to
enable high capacity utilization.

4.1.2.3 Hybrid model
To capture the advantages of both fulfillment models some e-grocers operate them simultaneously (Peapod,
Albertsons in the US and Sainsbury’s in the UK). Peapod operates large, central warehouses and expands to new
markets by using warerooms for order fulfillment which are attached to the physical supermarkets (Stop & Shop
and Giant Landover). This avoids interference with customers and allows for improved inventory tracking and
controlling. This model requires no large start-up investments and allows for rapid growth in new markets and the
ability to test the market before investing in new facilities. "We start small, market like crazy and build up our
business," said Peapod spokeswoman Paula Wheeler. "The mini-warehouses are usually about 1,000 feet and carry
8,000 (different) items. Our belief is that once a market is built up, it's more efficient to build larger and centralized
warehouses" (CNETnews, 2002). The hybrid model is basically a natural evolution of both fulfillment models and
combines the best of both worlds, creating a sustainable platform for growth.

4.1.3 Degree of automation in warehousing
Automation can be utilized at different levels to increase fulfillment efficiency, reduce labor costs and to enable for
up scaling. To realize cost savings automation requires large order volumes and volumes may not vary significantly
over time in order to attain high capacity utilization levels, as apparent in the case of Webvan. The picking
efficiency of e-grocers varies between approximately 100 lines per hour per worker in a conventional supermarket
up to 450 lines per hour per worker in a fully automated operation, like presented in the past by Webvan. De
Koster (2001) distinguishes the following three levels of process automation technologies aimed at reducing
internal traveling time of order pickers. Each sort of automation requires different investment levels.
1.

Conventional, low tech

Storage: often with pallet racks for bulk-storage and large articles, box-forward racks (small pick face, thus shorter
internal traveling time) for fast-movers and shelves for small/medium-movers.
Order-picking: often with help of Radio Frequency according to the sort-while pick principal.
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Packing: packing customer orders at special packing stations or directly into the final tote (package).
Shipping: temporary storage of orders on pallets or roll cages for shipping.
Reverse logistics: return-, complaints and service settlement occurs at special workplaces.
Warehouse Management System (WMS): used for registration, process control, and to reduce errors.
2.

Automation level 1

Next to the aforementioned characteristics conveyor belts are utilized to connect the order picking zone(s) with
the packing station(s) and/or shipping.
3.

Automation level 2

This second level increases the automation degree to large extends. Technologies for order collection of small
volumes/articles like pick-to-light (each location is equipped with rack displays), or sorting installations that sort
out batches of articles into customer specific orders and even automatic packaging. Pick-to-light technology is
defined by the inventory operations dictionary (2009) as a system that consists of lights and LED displays for each
pick location. The system uses software to light the next pick and displays the quantity to pick. Pick-to-light
systems have the advantage of not only increasing accuracy, but also increasing productivity. Since hardware is
required for each pick location, pick-to-light systems are easier to justify in terms of costs where very high picks
per SKU occur. Carton flow rack and horizontal carousels are good applications for pick to light. In batch picking,
put-to-light is also incorporated into the cart or rack that holds the cartons or totes that are picked into. The light
will designate which items should be placed in which tote.
Within each of the automation levels different order picking methods can be applied. De Koster (2001) described
the following:
Pick and pass: a sequential picking method in which the warehouse/storage facility is divided into separate zones
in which orders are partly picked and passed on to the next order picker. Eventually orders are consolidated for
final shipment.
Sort/pack-while-pick: with this method multiple orders are picked at the same time by an individual order picker.
They often pick and pack the orders in the final tote.
Put system: this system generally collects at article (batch) level, so one product for multiple orders at the same
time. Products are then transported by means of conveyor belts towards a buffer system. When orders are
completed, items are released for packing of the final order. This can physically be performed by means of pack-tolight or automatic transport of products towards a packing station.
Pick, sort and pack: this system picks similar to the previous method at article (batch) level. These pick batches are
released in pick waves, a group of orders to be shipped in the same transport mode. Difficulties exist in planning
the release of waves as picking deviations exist which make final grouping of orders difficult.
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4.1.4 Position of the Costumer Order Decoupling Point
The Costumer Order Decoupling Point (CODP) is the point in the supply chain where goods change from being
delivered to stock to being delivered to order (Hulkrantz et al., 2001). In conventional supply chains goods pass
through several nodes before reaching the final customer. The CODP in this case is situated downstream in the
supply chain at store level. The Internet enables to omit some of these nodes to improve cost efficiency and
delivery speed. The CODP can be shifted more upstream towards centralized distribution centers of the retailer or
even to the manufacturer. However, the major determinant for the position of the CODP is value density. It is
preferred to store stock of high value products or with short life cycles upstream in the chain to reduce inventory
carrying costs and risks involved in stock keeping (De Koster, 2001). E-grocers that leverage their existing store
infrastructure by fulfilling online orders in their stores, position the CODP in the stores. On the contrary, e-grocers
using dedicated DC’s for online order fulfillment position the CODP at DC level which sometimes reduces a node in
the supply chain.

4.1.5 Inventory allocation
Inventory is a variable resource providing a buffer to ensure business continue to run smoothly amidst the
uncertainty that exists through the supply chain. Without inventory customers would be subjected to poor product
availability, long lead times and delays and a reduced choice of product variety (Gattorna et al., 2003). The major
consideration concerns centralized inventory versus decentralized inventory. Figure 5 by Harrison and Van Hoek
(2008) provides trade-offs between central and local inventories along the dimensions delivery time, demand
volatility and inventory vs. distribution costs.
Distribution costs
most important

Shorter
delivery
time

Inventory costs
most important

Lower demand
volatility

Local inventories

National

Longer
delivery
times

International
level of
inventories

Greater
demand
volatility

Figure 5: Inventory centralization against logistic costs and service dimensions (Source: Adapted from Harrison and Van Hoek, 2008)

Figure 5 illustrates that fully centralized inventory on an international level is appropriate if the industry faces great
demand volatility and inventory costs are the most important logistic costs and large delivery lead times are
acceptable. Fully centralizing inventory leads to longer delivery times because greater distance exists between
inventory- and customer location. Local inventories on the other hand are feasible when demand is relative stable
and distribution of products accounts for the largest share of the logistic costs.
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In markets like for instance the grocery industry, distribution costs are high due to small transaction sizes,
perishability and almost instant consumption (service level) of products. In addition, delivery lead times are fairly
short. These product and market characteristics favor local inventories.
Moreover, centralized inventory in DC’s allow for fresher products due to disintermediation of stores and results in
lower inbound logistic costs. Suppliers solely need to deliver products to a single location, enabling to deliver
higher volumes and making efficient use of capacity through the Full Truck Load (FTL) principle.
In addition, centralized inventory requires less safety stock than decentralized inventory resulting in less capital
being tied-up in inventory. This allows for allocation of more working capital for operations. In addition, centralized
inventory provides the possibility to expand the product range compared to decentralized inventories. A
disadvantage of centralized inventory is expensive outbound transportation, due to large traveling (stem)
distances and relative small transaction sizes. In conclusion, it is a trade-off between economies of scale and risk
pooling on the one hand, and delivery efficiency on the other, that drives inventory locations and in particular the
degree of centralization (Agatz et al., 2008).

4.1.6 Product range
As with any company, Internet sellers need to design their product offering. This involves specifying both the
product assortment and the offered delivery service, which is an important determinant of customer satisfaction
(Boyer and Hult, 2005). In general typical product and assortment characteristics are decisive for the ease of
distribution. Groceries are complex products due to specific characteristics like, perishability, fragility and
freshness, requiring special equipment like conditioned trucks and warehouses and special skills and certificates
like Hazard Analyze Critical Control Points (HACCP) (De Koster, 2001).

E-grocers can choose whether or not their product offering contains dry, chilled, frozen or non-grocery goods.
Adding more product categories has serious implications for distribution. Fresh, chilled and frozen products are not
easy to handle and shippable over longer distances due to required chilled conditions in shipment and storage.
Some e-grocers deliberately focus on a specific assortment, like fore instance Amazon that solely offers dry goods.
Offering the full range of products has major implications for logistics that can be the reason why Amazon focuses
solely on dry goods. More e-grocers are focusing on specific market segments. Organic food for instance is such a
niche market. Some examples of organic grocers include: DoortoDoorOrganics, OrganicBox, OrganicExpress,
Organics to You, Planet Organics, Pioneer Organics, Suburban Organics, Urban Organics, and Westside Organics
(Boyer et al., 2005).

A drawback of targeting on a niche market is that assortment width is closely related to customer service offering.
Tanskanen et al. (2002) stated that the real needs of customers are: 1) get all items purchased instantly; 2)
customers need a wide assortment from which to choose each time purchases are made; 3) customers want to
choose fresh goods themselves. To meet consumer expectations for round-the-clock item availability, 100% order
accuracy, and pristine perishables, most retailers keep only 5000–15,000 SKUs (Stock Keeping Units) on hand in
order to efficiently balance consumer needs with logistical and waste considerations (Sheng, 2005). Tanskanen et
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al. (2002) state that approximately 200 items count for over 90 percent of a typical consumer’s continues needs.
These 200 items are, of course, different for different consumers, and this explains why physical supermarkets
need a wide assortment so as to serve the mass market (Tanskanen et al., 2002).

4.1.7 Outsourcing delivery
Outsourcing of home delivery operations is not very common in the industry. Most bricks-and-clicks organizations
tend to operate fulfillment and delivery in-house. Brown et al. (2001) provide the following reason for in-house
operations: maintain complete control over the deliveries to ensure quality and customer service. In-house
operations provide the possibility for branding of the company through the vehicle livery, the driver’s uniform and
the driver according to Brown et al. (2001). In addition, problems can occur in maintaining product temperatures
and organizing goods returns. Moreover outsourcing possibilities depend on the assortment complexity. A study
by De Koster (2003) revealed that assortment type has a strong impact on the outsourcing decision for
transportation. A sample of 55 Internet retailers illustrated that nearly all retailers that offered a complex
assortment kept the transport in-house to control for quality (De Koster, 2003).
E-grocers that limit to providing dry grocery goods (simple assortment) encounter no problems in terms of
required temperature conditions and are therefore in favor of outsourcing fulfillment and home delivery
operations. In practice a few companies, like Netgrocer in the US and Migros in Switzerland have outsourced home
delivery to 3rd parties (De Koster, 2002). However, most e-grocers view having and operating their own delivery
fleet of trucks or vans as a strategic advantage since they can control for quality. All but two of the top twelve egrocers ranked by Gomez Advisors Spring 2000 Survey of E-grocers, use company-owned vans or trucks to deliver
products to customers (Hays et al., 2004).

4.1.8 Delivery options
This section explains the exact delivery options for e-grocers and relates possibilities to current and previous
practices with a focus on convenience and efficiency. Karlsson (2004) conducted a ‘reality check on e-grocery
delivery options in Sweden’. A literature study provided the following overview of options.

Delivery options

Home delivery

Attended

Collection point

Unattended

Delivery point

Attended

Unattended

Figure 6: E-grocery delivery options (Source: Karlsson, 2004)

The main options for delivery are home delivery, collection point and delivery point. Figure 6 shows that home
delivery and delivery point can be subdivided into attended and unattended delivery. The interface between the
retailer and the costumers can be categorized along two dimensions: first, where delivery takes place, and second,
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whether physical interaction between the driver and customer exists. Each of the five delivery options will be
discussed in this section.
Home delivery attended
Attended home delivery implies that someone in the household (or company) must be present at the agreed time
to receive the order. This is the most commonly used delivery option in the online grocery industry, used by for
example Peapod, Tesco, Albertsons, Netgrocer and Albert. In attended home delivery customers can choose a
delivery window for receiving their orders. To do so, the customer usually needs to finalize their orders at least a
day before the scheduled delivery day but this differs per online grocer. The same holds for the delivery days.
Some grocers provide everyday delivery apart from or including Sunday’s others limit themselves to a few days a
week. In general nearly all online supermarkets offer delivery 6 days a week with 2-hour time windows. However
larger time windows or less frequent delivery results in improved planning and lower transportation costs. On the
contrary, shorter delivery time windows provide more convenience to customers because there is no need to stay
at home for a large part of the day. But this comes with serious challenges to assign and meet delivery time
windows. This is an important trade-off between maximizing transport capacity utilization and lowering costs on
the one side and providing a high or satisfying costumers service level on the other. FreshDirect as an example
limits delivery slots to evenings from 2:00pm to 11:30 pm to reduce traffic delays and to concentrate more
demand in the offered delivery windows, ensuring higher transport capacity utilization.
Home delivery unattended
Unattended home delivery implies that the customer does not need to be present to receive their orders at home.
Delivery takes place by means of a personal reception facility either attached to their homes, in garages or blocks
of flats. Streamline has pioneered with unattended delivery by means of a refrigerator in the customer’s garage
using a lockbox for entry (Scott and Scott, 2005). The lockbox consisted of three parts: a refrigerator, a freezer and
a set of dry-storage shelves (Fastcompany.com). Customers had to subscribe for $30 per month for which
Streamline in return installed the reception box. In 2000, Streamline discontinued operations as they were unable
to raise capital or find a buyer to acquire the troubled company.
Peapod and SimonDelivers left insulated coolers packed with dry ice at customer’s homes, but have recently
stopped leaving them at the customers place. Research has suggested also other forms of unattended delivery,
such as secured delivery boxes and shared reception boxes, to capture cost savings from avoiding tight delivery
windows (Punakivi et al., 2001; Punakivi and Tanskanen, 2002). Punakivi (2003) conducted research on the costs of
attended vs. unattended home delivery and calculations present that e-grocers offering 1-hour attended delivery
can safe up to 61 percent when utilizing unattended delivery. However, large investments in unattended reception
facilities inhibit intensive usage. The same study revealed that unattended delivery is found to be the most costefficient home delivery model, since it enables the optimal routing and scheduling of delivery vehicles (Punakivi,
2003). With unattended home delivery, reception boxes or delivery boxes can be used which are lockable and
refrigerated, thus making delivery day and night possible. Fundamental difference is that a reception box is
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attached to the customer’s home, whereas the delivery box is a container in which the goods are delivered and
then connected with a docking station near the house (Karlsson, 2004). In general unattended home delivery has
been practiced in the US and in some Scandinavian countries. The suitability of unattended home delivery depends
among others on capital investment, and the geographic character of the served area, which is in Scandinavian
countries and the US, spacious with numerous detached houses that are in favor of unattended home delivery.

Collection point
Collection points do not include any delivery at all; instead the customer collects the order from the picking facility
or from the store in case of a bricks-and-clicks company. Since no delivery is included, a better name for collection
points might be service offer (Karlsson, 2004). Karlsson (2004) has adopted collection point for uniformity reasons
as many Swedish e-grocers offer this option. FreshDirect offers pick up possibilities on a few days a week between
11 am end 9 pm and weekends between 9 am and 5 pm at their processing centers. Albertsons offers store pick up
as an option to their customers. This is a viable alternative for those customers that are constantly on the go, or
unsure about scheduling (Scott and Scott, 2005). Offering collection points at the picking facilities or stores saves
the customer the time of actually picking and packing the products and a delivery charge, but it still requires
logistic activities from the customer and it is therefore less convenient. From the e-grocers perspective offering
collection points minimizes delivery costs, which is an expensive activity.
Attended delivery point
Attended delivery point suggests that delivery takes place to a delivery point agreed upon. This can be places of
work, service stations and after-hours supermarket. Netgrocer used FedEx to deliver non-perishables to pick up
locations. While Albertsons and LowesFoods To Go in North Carolina offered customer drive-thru pick up at several
locations (Scott and Scott, 2005). FreshDirect arranges pick up at sport events and at corporations with over 1,000
employees in their corporate depot program. Employees thus customers of FreshDirect have the possibility to
order online and get their order delivered to a designated parking lot of their employer. Refrigerated trucks are
waiting between appointed times and FreshDirect staff will put their order in the customers trunk (FreshDirect,
2005). Another delivery option that FreshDirect offers is pick up location at strategic positions in New York, like
train stations in suburb New York. According to FreshDirect CEO Joseph Fedele, refrigerated trucks carrying up to
500 customers' groceries wait at designated locations from 2 pm till 8 pm for customer pick up.

Unattended delivery point
Unattended delivery points are quit similar to the attended delivery point and refer to common places close to
work, or at bus stations, train station, service stations or other places where it might be convenient for the
costumer to collect their groceries (Karlsson, 2004). Several bricks-and-clicks grocers offer pick up from the store
and other locations (Boyer et al., 2004; Hays et al., 2004). Other authors, like Scott and Scott (2005) combine
attended and unattended delivery points and classify these as third party pick up locations.
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4.1.9 Size of delivery area
Geographic orientation is of major importance in the online grocery industry because the efficiency of home
delivery operations depends critically on local customer density. A Finnish study revealed sales per geographical
area are the most important factor in establishing a profitable business. Delivery areas in online grocery retailing
are centered to dense populated areas (local orientation) to reduce transportation distances. Retail Logistics Task
Force (2000) characterized the typical home delivery arrangements in the UK as a delivery radius of 5 miles or 30
minutes travelling time. Albertson’s a US-based bricks-and-clicks company limits it delivery radius to 6-8 miles
(Delaney-Klinger et al., 2003). The companies that aim for larger delivery areas mostly use a hub-and-spoke
network to reach larger distances, like for instance Webvan. Such a network centralizes fulfillment operations and
decentralized the home delivery operations in order to create a more cost- and time efficient process.
Home delivery, next to fulfillment- and labor costs make up for the largest share in costs of grocery home
shopping. The distribution networks of e-grocers are focused on reducing transportation costs by locating
fulfillment operations close to the target market. According to Marc Van Gelder, President
and CEO of Peapod, "the whole business is about customer density" (Van Gelder, 2002). De Koster (2003) found
statistical support for the hypothesis that online organizations with a complex assortment type, deliver mainly on a
local or regional scale. Assortment complexity concerns e.g. fragile, perishable products that require special
handling and conditioning in warehousing and transport, like for instance fresh produce or flowers.

4.1.10 Market segment
In general, online grocers target the Business-to-Consumer (B2C) market consisting of double income families with
or without children, people with physical constraints and people disliking offline shopping. Couples with two
careers, children, and above-average incomes want to spend their spare time with their families, so they are
concerned more with convenience than price (Sheng, 2005).
A second group of customers exists with disabilities related to age and health and people who dislike grocery
shopping (Sheng, 2005). The former group proves to be an important target segment in light of the aging of the
baby boom generation. Especially because Internet adoption is accelerated over the past few years and this
development will likely continue in the future.
A UK study by Wilson-Jeanselme and Reynolds (2006) revealed that ordering time, quality and delivery time are
the top-3 attributes contributing to the retention of online customers at Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Ocado. Note, the
research also points out that delivery reliability, closely related to delivery time, turned out to be important as
well. In addition to the B2C market some e-grocers focus also on the Business-to-Business (B2B) market. However,
the majority of online grocery retailers account the B2C market as their prime market.

4.2

Tactical decision variables

This second section delves into tactical decision variables for online food retailers with home delivery operations.
The first sub-section deals with the delivery schedule and time slots offered for home delivery. In addition,
attention is paid to delivery fees and minimum order sizes, including practical examples. The second sub-section
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provides considerations on delivery lead-times, i.e. the time between a customer places and receives the order.
The third sub-section explains the importance of well developed returns strategies in online sales.

4.2.1 Delivery schedule and time slots
This section presents the tactical planning issues related to the design of a delivery schedule and delivery windows
or slots. Agatz et al. (2007) addresses several opportunities and challenges in attended home delivery operations.
Attended home delivery is the most commonly used delivery option in the online grocery industry. This section will
therefore be limited to delivery schedules and windows in attended home delivery (excluding same day delivery)
of groceries, as this is the most challenging and costly delivery option compared to unattended delivery.
In setting up delivery operations one should decide on the service offering to customers. Following Agatz et al.
(2007) this involves determining the number of weekly time slots to offer, the length of the time slots, and the
actual times at which time slots are offered in the different zip codes served. Most e-grocers charge an additional
delivery fee for home delivery operations, discussed in the next section.
In practice time slot design basically boils down to the major trade-off between marketing offering on the one
hand and operational efficiency on the other. As an example, offering more time slots may increase customer
service, but it will likely reduce the drop-density i.e. the number of visits a delivery truck makes in a specific zip
code, which in turn may result in higher delivery costs. Similarly, shorter time slots may provide greater customer
convenience, but they decrease routing flexibility and may therefore increase delivery costs (Agatz et al., 2007).
Time slot schedule design involves two related, but separate sets of decisions, which are usually dealt with in a
hierarchical fashion (Agatz et al., 2007):
1) determine the service requirements and delivery charges for each zip code
2) assign specific time slots to each of the zip codes
The outcomes of these two sets of decisions are closely interrelated. The first set is marketing driven and concerns
the service offering, while the second set is more operational driven in terms of routing efficiency. Essentially again
it comes down to a tension between marketing and operations. The following describes the different design
decisions according to Agatz et al. (2007).
•

Time slot length. The length of a time slot impacts the level of customer service as well as the delivery
costs. Shorter windows imply higher service, but lead to high delivery costs due to inflexibility in planning.
It is possible and may be beneficial to offer time slot with different lengths e.g. 2-hour and 4-hour
windows.

•

Time slot overlap. The time slot schedule may or may not include time slots that overlap in time. In
general, time slots with overlap provide more customer convenience since more windows are offered to
choose from.
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•

Number of time slots offered. The number of time slot offered impacts the level of customer service as
well as the delivery costs. Larger number of slots increases convenience, but may also increase delivery
costs. Note, the numbers of time slots offered do not need to be the same for every costumer. Customers
far away from the DC/store or living in zip codes with low population density may be offered fewer time
slots.

•

Delivery charges. While customers in general are price-sensitive they are willing to pay an additional
delivery charge for the convenience of home delivery. Different delivery charges may be considered
depending on the location of the customer, the size of an order, and the time slot and day of delivery.

Agatz et al. (2007) point out that understanding demand is crucial for designing time slot schedules. Companies
desire relative stable demand over the day and the week to ensure efficient capacity utilization. In addition,
companies prefer demand to be geographically smooth in order to reach cost-effective delivery routes. The design
of time slots is likely to impact demand and expected demand drives time slot design. The following three aspects
of demand are essential for designing efficient time slots:
•

size of demand is important both in number of orders and volume of orders

•

understand desired delivery times e.g. both delivery days and windows

•

understanding what happens when desired delivery time is unavailable

Table 1 provides an impression of the delivery schedules utilized in practice by several e-grocers.
Table 1: Overview of attended delivery schedules from a set of prominent e-grocers worldwide (Source: Corporate websites,
2009)

Company

Delivery schedule

Company

Delivery schedule

Albert

Ma-Fri 8:00am – 2:00pm and 4:00pm 9:00pm Sat: 8:00am – 2:00pm

Tesco (UK)

Ma – Sun 9:00 am – 11:00 pm Limited in the
weekends

FreshDirect
(US)

Ma – Sun 2:00pm – 11:30pm or Pick up

Peapod (US)

Ma – Sun 7:00am – 10:00pm

Lowes Foods
(US)

Ma-Fri 10:00am – 7:00pm, or Pick up

7:00am – 1:00pm and 4:00pm – 9:30pm unattended
Safeway (US)

10:00am – 9:00pm Ma - Sun

4.2.1.1 Delivery fees and minimum order sizes
Most online retailers charge shipping costs for home delivery to the final customers. As a result customers need to
trade-off the convenience of online shopping with the additional price paid on shipping (Hays et al., 2004). Most egrocers charge varying delivery fees depending on the delivery slots and days, other depended on the order size.
From the retailer’s perspective charging delivery fees is a way to compensate for the cost of last mile delivery, but
it also enables them to control for demand peaks. The delivery fees and related logistics costs among online
retailer differ according to the service model offered. The size of delivery windows, frequency of delivery, offered
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lead time, average demand and capacity utilization, geographic orientation, vehicle fill rate and so on are some of
the factors influencing the costs associated with delivery. Most e-grocers use different delivery fees depending on
the delivery time and day. This means that dense populated areas will have more delivery slots available while
suburban or rural areas only have limited delivery options.

Another option is to assign dynamic delivery charges on the basis of how the delivery fits the current delivery
schedule. For example, the delivery can be waived (or lowered) if a customer accepts her delivery in the same
window as another customer (who already placed an order) from the same neighborhood (Hays et al., 2004). This
concept is implemented by Ocado in London. With dynamic delivery charges popular time windows are charged a
higher deliver fee whereas less popular windows are charged lower delivery fees. This enables to lower peaks in
demand resulting in more efficient and smooth capacity utilization.
In order to establish a profitable business e-grocers are required to set a minimum order size to compensate for
expensive home delivery. Table 2 provides an insight in the delivery fees charged and minimum order sizes set by
several online grocery retailers.
Table 2: Overview of items sold, delivery charges and schedule of several e-grocers (Source: Corporate websites, 2009)
Company

Items sold

Delivery charge

Albertsons (US)

Perishable and non-food

€8.95 delivery €4.12 In-store pick up

Albert

Perishable and non-food

€ 4.95 and € 9.95 min. order €60

FreshDirect (US)

Perishable

€4.01 till €4.70 min. order €20.74

Lowes Foods (US)

Perishable and non-food

€4.12 per order or 30-day €12.41

Ocado (UK)

Perishable and non-food

Between €0 and €6.05 bases on day and window, sometimes
*
possible €0 if order >€76.21 and ordered far in advance, min order
size €40.65

Tesco (UK)

Perishable and non-food

Between €3.56 and €6.10

*

Peapod (US)

Perishable and non-food

Orders >€69.11 €4.81

*

Between €51.84 and €69.11 €5.50

*

*
*

>€51.84 €6.88 with a minimum of €34.56 per order
Safeway (US)

Perishable and non-food

€5.50 - €8.95 depending on window and day

*

€4.81 for purchases >€103.76 Min. order €34.56
th

* Currencies are converted to Euro’s on 27 of April 2009 (GWK currency converter) (€1 = $1.4469..) (1€ = £0,9836…)

4.2.2 Length of delivery lead-time
Delivery lead-time, i.e. the time between a customer places a final order and the time of receiving the order. The
length of the lead-time is related to customer convenience in the sense that shorter delivery lead-times provide
more service to customers. However, a shorter delivery lead-time is more expensive from the retailer’s
perspective. De Koster (2003) states that delivery lead-time impacts the delivery area. Longer lead-times ensure
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that larger areas can be served at low costs. Short delivery lead times can only be realized in case either the
delivery area is small or if the additional costs of rapid shipments can be charged to the customer. In addition,
delivery lead-times are related to the assortment complexity. More complex assortments result in shorter delivery
lead-times. Within the online grocery industry 24-hour delivery lead-time are common for e-grocers with
dedicated fulfillment centers, while store-based models more often use 12-hour delivery lead-times.

4.2.3 Returns strategy
Delivery lead-time is an element of customer service, so is the service to return ordered products. Online retailing
in particular faces high return rates since customers cannot try and feel the product beforehand (Agatz et al.,
2008). Especially online clothing stores like online apparel retailers experience return rates totaling up to 45% of
their orders (Tarn et al., 2003). The costs of the returns strategy concerns bridging the critical ‘last mile’ for a
second time, that comes with great additional costs. Eventually high return rates can diminish financial
profitability. However, as opposed to fashion products groceries have no need to be fitted (dressed). If product
failures occur these are often discarded and customers are awarded a refund. However, many e-grocers use reusable totes or packages which are returned with the next order resulting in large flows of return goods. Some, like
Peapod for example, leave an entire cooling box with dry ice at the customers place (unattended) in order to pick
them up at next delivery. In addition, some e-grocers offer the service to return bottles and crates with deposits.
Therefore, designing an efficient return process is of prime importance. Online food retailers that operate existing
stores for fulfillment or posses’ physical stores can choose to use these as return points.

4.3 Conclusion
This final section of step 1 draws preliminary conclusions on the strategic and tactical decision variables described.
An overview of the strategic and tactical decision variables elaborated is provided in table 3.
Table 3: Overview of strategic and tactical decision variables (I)

Strategic decision variables
1. Selecting facilities and locations

6. Product range

2. Order fulfillment

7. Outsourcing delivery

3. Degree of automation in warehousing

8. Delivery options

4. Position of the Costumer Order Decoupling Point

9. Size of delivery area

5. Inventory allocation

10. Market segment

Tactical decision variables
11. Delivery schedule and time slots

13. Length of delivery lead-time

12. Delivery fees and minimum order sizes

14. Returns strategy

The strategic and tactical decisions for designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing mostly depend on
a trade-off between marketing and operations. Chopra (2003) supports this statement and states that the two
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decision domains concern the customer needs and the cost of meeting customer needs. This relationship between
an organization’s operations and its marketing activities has always been a critical element to achieve desired
success (Boyer et al., 2005). This is specifically the case for the online grocery industry. Although many decision
variables have interrelationships, not all have a direct impact on the design of the distribution network and are
therefore considered relevant in the design process. For the purpose of this research project the focus is on those
variables that directly affect the distribution network design. The next chapter (step 2) will analyze each of the
decision variables at international cases of online grocery retailers and Albert to verify the relative importance of
the variables in distribution network design.
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5

International cases in online grocery retailing

This chapter entails a qualitative multiple case study of three international online grocers: Webvan, Ocado, Tesco
and a case description of Albert in order to answer the specific research question:’ What are the strengths and
weaknesses of international cases of online grocery retailing and what can be learned from these cases for
designing distribution networks?’ The purpose of the cases is to validate how the variables are incorporated in the
business of these online grocers and to verify the relative importance of the variables in designing distribution
networks in online grocery retailing. Analysis of the cases and variables will contribute to answering the following
specific research question: ‘What are the key decision variables for designing distribution networks in online
grocery retailing?’ The case descriptions are based on secondary information from previous studies, media
publications and other secondary sources. Primary sources, such as observations are excluded since secondary
information was available and time and budget constraints inhibited the use of primary sources.
Case selection
The sample of three international cases is based on two criteria: successfulness and fulfillment model. Webvan has
been analyzed by many academics because it was one of the leading pure-play e-grocers in the US that operated
fulfillment operations from dedicated DC’s, and ran into bankruptcy short after its establishment. This bankruptcy
has been experienced fruitful for the industry since important lessons can be learned. Ocado an online grocer in
the UK has been founded short after the failure of Webvan and operates fulfillment in a similar, although adapted
manner and proves to be successful in their operations. Valuable lessons can be drawn from their business
practices. The third case concerns Tesco, one of the largest grocery retailers in the world with proved profitability
in online sales. Webvan and Ocado operate(d) dedicated DC’s while Tesco exploits their grounded store
infrastructure. Tesco started their business gradually through their stores and to date they are the most successful
online grocer, so important lessons can be drawn from their business practices.
The cases are described on the bases of four topics which incorporate the decision variables presented in the
previous chapter. The topics are linked with marketing and operations, as stressed in the conclusion of chapter 4.
The topics are market strategy, distribution network, fulfillment and inventory and delivery options. Market
strategy and delivery options have a link with marketing and distribution network and fulfillment and inventory are
related to operations. There is an important trade-off between these two domains as concluded in the previous
chapter. For each of the selected cases their strengths and weaknesses are determined to make a comparison on
the bases of their practices for learning on distribution network design. In addition, each case is concluded with an
overview that analysis the configuration of variables in their practices which contributes to the comparability of
the cases. A cross case overview of the variables is included in Appendix I.
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5.1 Webvan
Defunct Webvan Group, Inc. based in the US was one of the leading pure-play e-grocers in 1999 and 2000, but
ceased operations in July 2001 due to the failure of reaching profitability. Webvan was headquartered in Foster
City, California and founded by Louis Borders in 1998.

5.1.1 Market strategy
Webvan had planned to build a centralized warehouse and distribution centers in every new market they entered.
Webvan intended to expand into 26 major cities in America, but at its top it achieved to be operating in nine
markets: San Francisco bay, San Diego, Los Angeles, Chicago, Seattle, Portland, Atlanta, Sacramento and Orange
County. Webvan followed a similar strategy as Amazon by expanding quickly into new markets to capture firstmover advantages. Initially Webvan had planned to expand into 26 cities, but failing operating results have caused
this strategy to fail. In June 2000, Webvan agreed to buy HomeGrocer.com (main competitor) as they expected to
gain cost efficiency advantages on marketing and customer acquisition and leverage their combined buying power
to suppliers. Since HomeGrocer.com was already active in similar markets, Webvan vaulted from three markets to
avoid disrupting overlap. Because both companies had overlapping market strategies, different technology
platforms and different approaches to logistics, this merger failed miserably (Lunce et al., 2006).

5.1.2 Distribution network
To reduce delivery costs to costumers and increase delivery timeliness, Webvan delivered its products to
consumers via a ‘hub-and-spoke’ distribution network (Lunce et al., 2006). The spoke-ends are strategically
positioned throughout the delivery region within approximately 50 miles of the production facility, with each
spoke-end serving a geographic zone of approximately 25 miles from the production facility. The amount of hubs
(spoke-ends) operated have been changed several time, some have been closed like for instance in the Atlanta Bay
area and other have been consolidated to serve the same geographical market (Webvan, 2001). In the DC, colored
totes holding customers’ orders were grouped and sorted by order number and destination and loaded onto carts,
which where then loaded onto trucks and shipped to one of the docking ‘stations’ near the final delivery locations
(Hays et al.,2004). The carts loaded with totes where then cross-docked from trucks to on of the more than 60
vans in the Bay Area for delivery to the final customer within 30 minute delivery windows.
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Figure 8: Webvan’s delivery truck (Source: NJIT, 2009)
Figure 7: Webvan’s hub-and-spoke network in the Atlanta area (Source: Hays et al. 2004)

The network consisted of fully automated and temperature controlled mega-warehouses which costs were
estimated between $25 million to $35 million each and capable of replacing 18 traditional grocery stores (Platoni,
2001). In this way Webvan was able to centralize fulfillment in their facilities and decentralize delivery by means of
hubs and spokes. Webvan had planned to built large distribution centers in 26 markets nationwide but only four
were actually built and only two were used (Platoni, 2001). After the merger with HomeGrocer, the production
facilities of Webvan comprised of approximately 350,000 sq. feet DC’s and smaller ones of approximately 100,000
sq. feet. Table 4 provides an overview of the production locations, size, targeted market and lease expiration of
Webvan.
Table 4: Overview of Webvan’s production facilities, sq. footage, markets and lease expiration (Source: Webvan Annual report,
2001)

Location

Sq. Footage

Market

Lease expiration

Oakland, CA

340,000

San Francisco Bay and Sacramento Area

July 2008

Suwannee, GA

350,000

Atlanta Metro Area

June 2009

Carol Stream, IL

355,000

Chicago Metro Area

December 2009

Renton, WA

110,000

Seattle/Portland Area

February 2010

Fullerton, CA

100,000

Orange County Area

October 2009

Carson, CA

100,000

Los Angeles Metro Area

January 2010

San Diego

102,000

San Diego Metro Area

January 2010

Webvan itself does not own any real estate, but operates facilities on rental bases to increase flexibility.
Distribution centers are a viable option for order fulfillment if demand conditions are sufficient to ensure a high
level of capacity utilization. However, none of Webvan’s facilities operated at more than 20 to 30 percent of their
originally designed capacity (Platoni, 2001). Webvan spent tremendous amounts of money on building
infrastructures. Webvan bought a fleet of delivery trucks, 30 Sun Microsystems Enterprise 4500 servers, dozens of
Compaq ProLiant computers, several Cisco Systems 7513 and 7507 routers and other high-tech equipment (Niu,
2008). Since Webvan is a pure-play organization without a store-infrastructure to capitalize, it purchases products
from approx. 75 distributors and directly from approx. 500 vendors (Webvan, 2001). The abundance of a
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traditional grocery retailing company made it difficult if not impossible for Webvan to achieve a similar level of
buying power as their bricks-and-clicks competitors who also have significant greater resources.

5.1.3 Fulfillment and inventory
Webvan built giant highly automated warehouses with sophisticated inventory software. The most publicized
fulfillment center was the one in Oakland, California. This 340,000 square-foot distribution center was 42 times the
size of the fast-pick in-store fulfillment centers being rolled out by Peapod (Hays et al., 2004). Webvan’s product
offering contained food, both perishable and non-perishable, non-prescription drug products and general
merchandise, including house wares, pet supplies and books (Xie, 2004). Webvan carried around 20,000 separate
products in inventory and in an attempt to attract customers they devoted an entire section to cooking heat-andserve meals (Lunce et al., 2006). When sales declined Webvan dropped heat-and-serve meals from the product
line and started to diversify their product range to higher margin products e.g. fresh cut flowers, healthy and
beauty items and CD’s.
The distribution centers of Webvan were divided into three different temperature zones, ambient, chilled and
frozen. In addition, Webvan had an area for deli and produce because it also offered fresh-cut make to order meat
products. Each temperature zone used own colored totes for packaging, yellow for ambient, green for chilled and
blue for frozen products. The facility allowed processing 50,000 SKUs by using highly automated carousels and
conveyors for order picking. To fulfill an order placed by Webvan customer online, a Computer launched a set of
multi-colored totes that correspond to the colored zones in the facility (Hays et al., 2004). Employees at one end of
the fifteen-foot high rotating racks, picked items of the racks and placed them in their respective totes on the
conveyor belt (Hays et al., 2004). Pick-to-light software was used to instruct employees which items to be placed in
which totes. Webvan claimed that with this system their 150 pick employees in the Oakland facility never had to
move more than 19 feet to fill an item in an order (Hays et al., 2004). Instead of having pickers move around in the
warehouses to assemble orders, Webvan had goods moving to pickers (Niu, 2008). Next to the system of
automated conveyors and carousels, manual pick-flows are also utilized in a cost-efficient manner (Webvan Group
Inc, 2001).

5.1.4 Delivery options
Webvan initially allowed customers to schedule delivery within a 30-minute time window and orders had to be
received by 8:00 pm the day before delivery (Niu, 2008). Such a short delivery time window is quit unusual in the
online grocery industry and most e-grocers set 2-hour time windows. In general shorter delivery windows provide
more customer service but inhibit effective route planning leading to high delivery costs. This has been
experienced by Webvan as they were unable to create sufficient accumulated demand to cover their initial
investment and in an attempt to save money, Webvan increased their delivery window to 60 minutes (Platoni,
2001; Punakivi and Tanskanen, 2002). Webvan utilized highly sophisticated dynamic routing software that showed
orders already placed in the neighborhood to encourage customers to select the same window to increase
efficiency. But since incentives for selecting particular windows were not offered, customers had no reason for
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picking the time windows in question (Hays et al., 2004). It was estimated that Webvan made a loss of more than
$130 on each order including depreciation, marketing and other overhead (Wharton, 2003).
Webvan charged customers $4.95 for orders of $75 or less and offered free delivery for orders of $75 or more.
Later, delivery fees were raised to $9.95 for orders less than $75 and $4.95 for orders of $75 to $100 and free of
charge for orders of $100 or more (Internetretailer.com, 2008). The switch to higher delivery fees was imposed by
significant operating losses. Customers were freighted from this increase and saw it as a signal of weak operations
indicating uncertain business continuity. As a result orders dropped down.
Deliveries can be made every day of the week from 7:00 am to 10:00 pm from their Oakland facility (Xie, 2004).
Webvan offered both attended and unattended delivery to their customers. For perishable or frozen products,
regulated products e.g. alcohol and tobacco customers are required to be present upon delivery. Non-perishable
products were also offered unattended reception. Home delivery is, in addition to picking and packing operations,
the major operating cost for e-grocers (Punakivi and Tanskanen, 2002). Webvan, like many others operated their
‘own’ delivery network and fleet of vans. To increase efficiency, none of Webvan’s couriers traveled more than ten
miles in any direction from the docking (hub) stations (Himelstein, 1999).
Webvan was initially put in the market as a grocery home delivery organization. After a while when operations
failed they re-branded the company. Webvan’s ultimate goal then was to become a home-delivery network
provider and saw itself as a future competitor of companies such as Federal Express and United Parcel Service
(Lunce et al., 2006). This change, together with cost-cutting by means of switching to low quality suppliers has
disrupted Webvan’s success. Webvan assumed that very large numbers of people would prefer buying groceries
online and that much inefficiency existed in the grocery industry. By cutting out wholesaler and implementing the
highest level of automation in all processes Webvan claimed to increase profit margins by efficiency gains which
allowed offering the lowest price.
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5.1.5 Strengths and weaknesses
This section summarizes the specific strengths and weaknesses of Webvan’s operations. Table 5 provides an
overview of the strengths and weaknesses of Webvan derived from insights of the case study.
Table 5: Overview of strengths and weaknesses of Webvan

Strengths

Weaknesses

Highly efficient picking and home delivery processes

Low cost strategy in convenience industry

Sophisticated integrated software

Too fast expansion strategy with unproven business model

Ease of scalability

Extensive up-front investments

Ability to diversify product range (high margin products)

Too much focus on efficiency and lack of customer focus
Failing delivery window management (30 minutes)
No incentives for efficient scheduling
Built entire infrastructure from scratch
Lack of flexibility to meet customer service demand
Lack of buying power
Wrong business assumptions
Failed to link marketing with operations

5.1.6 Conclusion Webvan
Table 6 shows the configuration of the strategic and tactical decision variables, discussed in chapter four, for the
operations of Webvan. The organization operates a DC-based hub-and-spoke network consisting of several
production facilities with multiple accompanying hubs. The fully automated warehouses with sophisticated
software systems are operated in several markets in which each individual fulfillment center serves a specific
market in the US. Webvan is organized rather centralized with the DC-based model that holds multiple production
facilities in its network. The CODP is positioned at each specific fulfillment center that holds similar inventories and
assembles orders for a specific region. The product range consists of a relatively large range of both food and nonfood products. Webvan over promised their marketing proposition in their pursuit to offer a high level of service,
by providing attended and unattended deliveries to households. In addition, Webvan initially offered delivery
within 30 minute time slots, every day of the week from 7:00am till 10:00pm. The delivery schedule is rather
extended. Combined with initial free of charge delivery, Webvan opted to provide the best service to customers by
offering very competitive delivery charges and prices. Delivery can take place the next day after ordering.
However, these delivery arrangements are changed as described in section 5.1.4.
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Table 6: Webvan’s operations

Strategic decision variables
1. Selecting facilities and locations

Oakland, California, Suwannee, Georgia and Carol Steam, Illinois (after merger more)

2. Order fulfillment

DC-based model, Hub-and-spoke network

3. Degree of automation in warehousing

Warehouse, route management and materials and handling systems and software

4. Position of CODP

At the fulfillment centers

5. Inventory allocation

Centralized at the production facilities

6. Product range

Diversified product range of 20,000 food and non-food products

7. Outsourcing delivery

No, delivery vans on rental bases, drivers own personnel

8. Delivery options

Attended and unattended delivery, arrangements differ per market

9. Size of delivery area

San Francisco bay, San Diego, Los Angeles, Chicago, Seattle, Portland, Atlanta,
Sacramento and Orange County

10. Market segment

Business-to-Consumer

Tactical decision variables
11. Delivery schedule and time slots

30 minute time slot, later 1-hour time slots, 7:00am to 10:00pm from Mon till Sun,

12. Delivery fees and min order sizes

Fee €6.88 order <€51.84, €3.43 between €51.84 and €69.11, >€69.11 free of charge

13. Length of delivery lead-time

Delivery next day

14. Returns strategy

Re-usable totes with deposits are left at customer if for unattended delivery, for
attended delivery totes are returned directly on delivery
th

* Currencies are converted to Euro’s on 27 of April 2009 (GWK currency converter) (€1 = $1.4469..) (1€ = £0,9836…)
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5.2 Ocado
Ocado, founded in 2002 is a UK based joint venture between John Lewis Partnership (Waitrose’s owner) and three
ex-Goldman Sachs executives. Ocado has been widely acknowledged as perhaps the most successful ‘pure-play’
grocer to date with estimated sales £350 million in 2008 according to the Guardian (2009). Ocado expects to make
a profit as from this year. The company operates a DC-based model with a fulfillment center in Hatfield, Northwest of London.

5.2.1 Market strategy
Ocado formed by John Lewis Partnership and former Goldman Sachs executives is initially financed by a £46 million
investment and 40 percent ownership stake by Waitrose and has taken a deliberate and planned market approach
(Boyer et al., 2002). In 2000 Ocado now was formerly called Last Mile Solutions and spent 2 years developing and
planning all aspects of its business with a core group of 15-20 employees (Boyer et al., 2002). Their phased
planning resulted in an initial focus on north of London and expanding towards central London between March and
July of 2002. Ocado learned from Webvan’s failure in the sense that they are aware of the need for fast and dense
growth in order to utilize its DC capacity efficiently. In addition, this focus on fairly concentrated geographic areas
results in higher route density to efficiently plan delivery routes. Since the start in 2002 the company experiences
annual growth rates of 25 percent and an average basket size of £115 (Ocado.com). Ocado opened up new
delivery areas by means of the hub-and-spoke distribution concept. It operates five regional depots, in addition to
the Hatfield facility which allows reaching 60 percent of British households in the Southeast and Midlands
(Ocado.com).
At the moment Ocado has about 150,000 active users (The Independent, 2008). Ocado believes that building a
mass-market home delivery requires new techniques on the part of both companies and customers (Boyer et al.,
2002). It is constantly adapting and improving its business model before scaling to different markets. Customers
require good prices, quality and a broad range of product to choose from. Ocado claims to be the front runner on
innovations in online grocery retailing. Ocado was first to offer free delivery, one-hour delivery slots, an entire biodiesel fuelled fleet, color-coded, biodegradable and recycled plastic bags (Just-Food.com, 2009). The bio-diesel
fleet is not really getting of the ground since several debates on the sustainability of bio-diesel inhibit intensive use
and availability. Therefore Ocado is running a pilot with fully electric vans in their search for green alternatives
(bBNET, 2009). Although Ocado is an independent venture it is partly owned by Waitrose and it exploits buying
power and brand recognition of Waitrose, besides it sells both name-brands goods and Waitrose own-brand
goods.

5.2.2 Distribution network
About 20 miles north of central London, in the town Hatfield, Ocado operates a 1.2 million square foot distribution
center. The DC is built to handle orders placed over the Internet for home delivery to customers in the London
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metropolitan area, the Southeast and Midlands. Ocado is currently planning to open up a large DC in the north of
England, according to the Guardian (July, 2008). The Hatfield facility processes on average 12,000 orders a day and
employs 3,000 staff members. Similar to Webvan Ocado operates a hub -and-spoke model from its automated
distribution centre. Centralizing fulfillment and decentralizing delivery by means of such a network results in costefficiency in transport, less handling and enables to reach larger delivery areas.
The efficiency of this distribution network in terms of transport revolves around special developed demountable
home delivery pods and articulated trailers, plus fleet of Mercedes Sprinter chassis cabs (Thefreelibrary.com). The
demountable pods are filled with totes including the orders at the Hatfield facility and mounted on to trailers
which can carry up to six pods at a time for delivery to the distribution depots (spoke-ends). Figure 9 shows an
Ocado trailer stocked with six pods and a pod attached to a delivery van.

Figure 9: Pod transport and home delivery at Ocado (Source: Ocado.com)

Once the pods are stocked on the trailer these are transported to the distribution depot where the pods are
detached and individually transferred onto one the home delivery vans, like in figure 9. Ocado operates 70 single
and double decker lorries (trailers) with a capability of making two journeys a day from Hatfield to the depots. The
bulk of the 1,000-plus orders are directly delivered to customers from the Hatfield facility and the remaining
orders from the distribution depots by means of the 500 delivery vans the company has at its disposal (Guardian,
2008). Each of the pods has three separate compartments for ambient, chilled and frozen products. Each of the
compartments is filled with totes of products in special frames which are loaded into the pods by means of several
pallet trucks with extended forks. The pods themselves are detached from the vans when loaded at the loading
bay. The operated fleet of pallet trucks is used on the basis of a few year rental agreements.

5.2.3 Fulfillment and inventory
The Hatfield DC is the only fulfillment center that Ocado operates and is able to process a maximum of 20,000
orders per day. To run the entire operation from fulfillment to home delivery, Ocado employs 3,000 workers in
order to fulfill an average of 12,000 orders per day. Ocado started business gradually and their first picking process
was largely a manual process in a warehouse in Hemel Hempstead. This provided time to learn and refine the
processes for automation. Later when the Hatfield facility was built automation was implemented in a three way
phase, to enable for refining and redesigning the processes and to reduce initial capital requirements. The Hatfield
facility consists of three bays. In the first bay chilled and frozen products are picked and transported by means of
an automated trolley system to the second bay where ambient products are picked and finally in bay three orders
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are packed and loaded into the pods. The third bay functions as area for both outgoing orders and receiving
inbound orders.

Figure 10 Pod loading in Ocado’s Hatfield facility (Source: Ocado.com)

Ocado states their goal is to build a customer centric network and focus on building relationships with customers.
Jason Gissing, Finance director at Ocado said that a survey among 50,000 Ocado customers revealed that they
were too expensive and did not sell a broad enough range. In response Ocado lowered prices to the level of Tesco
and increased the product range from 9,500 to 16,000 lines. It has the ambition to have 19,000 lines available at
the end of this year and the product range is now expanded at a rate of 200 items per week. Next to food
products, the company added non-food items, like flower bouquets, books, toys and stationary products and
perhaps in the future also clothing and health and beauty products. Gissing points out that selling groceries online
is much harder than selling non-food, that’s way they first focused on that part of the business.

5.2.4 Delivery options
Ocado is pioneering to provide extensive customer value by offering 1-hour delivery windows, high order
accuracies, even free of charge delivery and trained service oriented personnel. Ocado advocates: ‘we find that 1hour delivery slot is very important to our customers and offers a substantial improvement over 2-hours slots
offered by competitors’. These short windows offered by Ocado can pay off since they established a large
customer base within a dense area. Ocado delivered in the past on average 15 orders per delivery route, while
nowadays 17 orders per delivery are met. The dense network of customers combined with efficient routing
software from Descartes allow for 97 to 98 percent of orders being delivered within the stated time slot. The
growth of Ocado can be explained by a few factors which are their high delivery accuracy, low level of substitution
(real-time link between website and warehouse) and customer service.
Ocado offers home delivery every day of the week from Mondays to Sundays between 6:00 am and 11:30 pm. The
delivery charge is based on a standard order size of £75 or more and there is a minimum charge of £1.49 and a
maximum of £5.99 (excluding same day delivery) (Ocado.com, 2009). In some instances when ordered far in
advance and order size exceeds £75 or time slots at late evenings, home delivery is free of charge, otherwise
£2.99. The delivery charges are changed from week to week relative to demand. Dynamic route planning shows
customers the delivery windows already reserved by customer living in the same neighborhood. Ocado suggests
that ordering in the same delivery slot as a neighbor reduces the carbon footprint left by the home delivery vans.
The main issue off course is to increase drop-density contributing to efficiency in home delivery operations.
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Ocado provides primarily attended delivery, but if agreed with the customer they can leave the order unattended.
However, Ocado states not to be held responsible for any quality losses of perishable, chilled and frozen products.
The time slots offered have a 1-hour window and overlap in the early morning up to 9:30 am and in the evening
from 6:00 pm up to final delivery at 11:30 pm (Ocado.com). The minimum order size at Ocado is £40.

5.2.5 Strengths and weaknesses
This section summarizes the specific strengths and weaknesses of Ocado’s operations. Table 7 provides an
overview of the strengths and weaknesses of Ocado extracted from the case study.
Table 7: Overview of strengths and weaknesses of Ocado

Strengths

Weaknesses

Incremental investments in facilities

Brand image to be created

Focus on fast en dense growth

Dependency on Waitrose

Efficiency in automated processes

High investment costs

Ease of scalability

High and stable volumes required

Efficient pod delivery system
Frontrunner in innovations
Focus on convenience (1-hour slots, delivery free of
charge)
Ability to link marketing with operations
Centralization diminishes stock-outs , substitutions and
safety stock
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5.2.6 Conclusion Ocado
Table 8 shows the configuration of the strategic and tactical decision variables, discussed in chapter four, in the
operations of Ocado. The organization operates a DC-based model with one single giant fulfillment center in
Hatfield in a hub-and-spoke network with five accompanying hubs. The fulfillment center is fully automated and
equipped with miles of conveyor belts and trolley systems, where pick-to-light systems instruct employees which
articles in the right quantity to collect. Since the organization operates one fulfillment center the CODP is
positioned at this facility and the same holds true for the inventory allocation. Ocado offers a fairly wide product
range consisting of 16,000 lines of food and non-food products. Ocado provides attended and unattended delivery
from Monday till Sunday from 6:00am till 11:30pm within 1-hour delivery windows to households living in the
London Metropolitan area and the Southeast and Midlands. In addition, it offers competitive delivery charges with
even free of charge and same day delivery, which is rather an exception in the online grocery industry. All in all,
Ocado pursuits to offer the best convenience and service to customers, by providing delivery every day a week,
attended and unattended and with competitive and even free of charge delivery fees.
Table 8: Ocado’s operations

Strategic decision variables
1. Selecting facilities and locations

Hatfield facility, 1,2 million sq. foot, North-West of London plus 5 depots or hubs

2. Order fulfillment

DC-based model, hub-and-spoke network

3. Degree of automation in warehousing

Fully automated DC operations with conveyor belts and trolley systems, pick-to-light

4. Position of CODP

Hatfield facility

5. Inventory allocation

Centralized at Hatfield facility

6. Product range

Product range of 16,000 lines, consisting of food and non-food products

7. Outsourcing delivery

No, delivery vans on rental bases, drivers own personnel

8. Delivery options

Attended and unattended delivery

9. Size of delivery area

London metropolitan area, the Southeast and Midlands

10. Market segment

Business-to-Consumer

Tactical decision variables
11. Delivery schedule and time slots

Mon. till Sun from 6am-11:30pm, 1-hour time slot and same day delivery

12. Delivery fees and min order sizes

Fees vary from €1.52 till €6.09 or free of charge if order weeks in advance or *
late unpopular slots, min. order size €40.65 and delivery charge based on order >€76.21

13. Length of delivery lead-time

Same day delivery possible

14. Returns strategy

Re-usable totes including plastic carrier bags are used. Totes are returned directly on
delivery
* Currencies are converted to Euro’s on 27th of April 2009 (GWK currency converter) (€1 = $1.4469..) (1€ = £0,9836…)
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5.3 Tesco
Tesco Group founded in 1924 in the UK is one of the world’s larger global retailers with presence in 14 markets in
Europe, Asia, India and the US. Tesco pursues a multi-format portfolio consisting of different brands of which some
are, Tesco Metro, Tesco Express, Tesco Extra, and Tesco Superstore. The Tesco Group is market leader in the UK
food sector with reported revenue of £29.5 billion through 2,000 stores in the UK and £37.1 billion in total over
3,000 stores globally (Tesco.com, 2009). Tesco’s aim is to provide all their customers with excellent value and
choice. This explains all the formats exploited by the company. Tesco’s strategy is to become as strong in non-food
as they are in food, which means the same quality, range, price and service (Tesco.com, 2009).

5.3.1 Market strategy
While many pure-play e-grocers in the startup phase started to build up the entire business from scratch others
took a more conservative approach, like Tesco. Instead of building highly automated new warehouses dedicated to
filling online orders, Tesco is initially exploiting their network of stores in the UK. This store-based approach
required far less capital investment and reduced transport costs compared to their warehouse-based competitors
and since the infrastructure is already is place why not capitalizing it. Tesco uses existing infrastructure and
adopted incremental initiatives in its online business and its success is probably the result of this approach.
Currently Tesco is the most successful online grocer to date with reported online grocery sales exceeding £ 1 billion
in the UK only. On average 250,000 orders per week are completed for an active customer-base of 850,000 people.
Since the start in 2000 Tesco experiences growth rates in the range of 20 to 30 percent per year. The initial focus
was on groceries, but nowadays Tesco offers a wide range of products and services, varying from insurances to
mobile phones. Tesco offers the following online stores and services: Tesco Direct, Groceries, Books,
Entertainment, Wine, Mobile and Clubcard deals, DVD rental, Finance & Insurance, Gas & Electricity, Home Phone,
Internet Access and Travel. Where Amazon initially focused on selling books and added other services, including
groceries in a later stage, Tesco’s strategy is the other way around. In September 2006 Tesco established Tesco
Direct, a brand new online general merchandise shop with over 11,000 non-food product lines.
Because Tesco relies on its grounded store infrastructure it is able to develop its online business faster than its
competitors who are creating parallel distribution systems from scratch (Hays et al., 2004). Both academics and
practitioners had their doubts about the scalability of their business model, but Tesco proved to be able to
implement their model also in the Republic of Ireland and South-Korea. In both countries the amount of users,
product ranges and coverage is instantly increasing. As long as Tesco has any physical store presence in a foreign
market the model can be expanded. Off course the ability for up scaling is very limited.
From the start, Tesco positioned its online business as a service provider rather than a low-cost substitute for the
physical store. The service is part of their multi-channel strategy that provides shoppers a multitude of shopping
experiences. Hence, it is marketing online groceries as a convenience, not a low price option.
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5.3.2 Distribution network
The store-based model as utilized by Tesco requires no dedicated distribution network, including warehouses,
stores and transportation links to be set up. The well established network of stores and supply chain is already in
place and the online channel can benefit from scale advantages on inbound logistics. The existing stores should be
replenished anyhow so why not accumulating the flows with online products to benefit from scale by means of the
FTL principle. The UK-based network of stores exists of around 2,000 stores with varying formats, but only 294
stores are actually used for online order fulfillment. Tesco operates a fleet of 1860 vans to deliver the average
250,000 orders per week to their customers. Each delivery truck is divided into three temperature zones for
respectively dry, chilled and frozen products. In May 2007 Tesco introduced its first fleet of fully electric, zeroemission home delivery vans, which are both quiet and pollution free (Tesco.com, 2009). Figure 11 shows a diesel
delivery truck and figure 12 shows an electric delivery truck used by Tesco.

Figure 11: Tesco’s diesel delivery truck (Source: Murphy, 2006)

Figure 12: Tesco’s electric delivery truck (Source: Engadget.com)

Tesco operates 27 distribution centers, 7 of which handle non-food and clothing ranges (Tesco.com, 2009). The
aim of the distribution centers is to get the right products to the right stores at the right times to ensure costumer
get what they want. Since order volumes have increased extensively over the years this distribution network is
expanded with two Internet-only facilities. These so called Tesco.com stores or warehouses have a similar lay-out
as the local supermarkets and are established to meet the demand for the home shop service that the local stores
are not able to meet (Tesco.com, 2009). One Tesco.com warehouse is situated in Croydon, South London and one
in Aylesford to fulfill online orders for customers in most of Kent. Since lack of scalability has been experienced an
issue for the store-based model Tesco started to build up business through their local stores and capacity
expansion is achieved through additional warehouses. Tesco states that the DC’s are purely to support their service
offering and not to replace their store-based fulfillment model. While other e-grocers started business by means of
dedicated DC’s and switched over to the in-store model, Tesco’s strategy is the other way around.

5.3.3 Fulfillment and inventory
Tesco uses both its physical grocery stores and two newly opened stand-alone warehouses for order fulfillment.
The majority of orders are picked and packed at their 294 local stores often located in high populated areas.
Customers place their order through Tesco’s website and these shopping lists are transmitted to a nearest local
store where teams of pickers assemble the orders. For assembling an order, employees use Special carts (picking
trolleys) mounted with screen guides and ‘shelf identifier’ software instructing them where to pick the items in the
list (Sandoval, 2002). The pick process of Tesco is labor-intensive since stores are not designed for efficient picking,
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resulting in high labor costs per order. On the contrary the home delivery operations are more efficient than the
DC-based model because assembled orders are loaded into the vans ready for home delivery to customers living in
close proximity of the store. This results in less traveling distances so more efficiency in home delivery.
Tesco holds a wide and diversified product range consisting of both food and high margin non-food products but
also financial, mobile services, energy comparison services and petrol stations. A joint venture with Royal Bank of
Scotland enabled Tesco to offer a few financial products like, Tesco savings accounts, Tesco Visa credit cards or
home-insurances. Tesco is attempting to become a ‘one stop-shop’ for electronically mediated consumption
practices (Murphy, 2006). By setting up Tesco Direct the company aimed to expand its product selection beyond
groceries to include higher margin products, such as books, CDs, DVDs, games, flowers, baby items, home
furnishing, consumer electrics and clothes (Hays et al., 2004). By now Tesco offers a DVD rental service with over
60,000 DVDs and games to choose from online and get these delivered to their homes or to be picked up from
preordained stores. Tesco Direct started with an assortment of 8,000 products and has already increased to over
11,000 products available online.

5.3.4 Delivery options
Tesco marketed their online stores as convenience services which enable the company to charge a delivery fee
since it provides additional handling and activities that save the customer time which provides convenience. They
point out that it saves the customer time and handling which is conducted by teams of Tesco employees, using
conditioned vans, website technology and other running costs. Therefore charging a delivery fee is justified since
the online (grocery) service provides good value to customers.
Setting delivery charges differentiates bargain hunters from customers approaching online grocery retailing as a
serious alternative for grocery shopping. These customers retain much more often and order online on a regular
basis, reducing overall transport and inventory cost, since more accurate forecasting can take place. Tesco
implemented differentiated delivery fees to control for demand peaks ensuring efficient delivery, production and
environment usage.
Tesco provides home delivery for groceries seven days a week from 9:00 am to 11:00 pm within 2-hour time
windows, except for Saturdays till 8:00 pm and Sundays till 3:00pm or pick up from preselected stores. The delivery
schedule from Monday to Friday offers 13 2-hour time slots that have a one hour overlap. The delivery charges
differ per day and desired time slot and vary from £3.00 to £6.00 with an increase of £0.50 per slot. In addition,
customer can choose to have their groceries delivered in plastic carrier bags or not (if possible) to save the
environment. An extra service concerns the collection of carrier bags for recycling purposes.
For products other than groceries from Tesco Direct, e.g. flowers, DVDs & Games, furniture and electrical items
other delivery arrangements are offered. Customer can choose for delivery or store pick up. Delivery takes place
from Monday till Saturday. For small items customers can choose whether they desire next day delivery (full day
slot) or within a 2-hour time slot. Next day delivery for small items costs £4.74 or £6.70 next day within a 2-hour
time window. Large items are usually delivered within 5-10 days and costs £4.74. For large electrical items delivery
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usually takes 2-3 days for a similar £4.74. The delivery charges and lead time for non-food items are competitive
with other logistical service providers. Another option is to pick up the order at a selected Tesco store, for £4.74 or
free of charge if order size exceeds £25. Some large items are delivered directly by the suppliers which means
Tesco uses drop-shipping next to their own delivery service.

5.3.5 Strengths and weaknesses
This section summarizes the specific strengths and weaknesses of Tesco’s operations. Table 10 provides an
overview of the strengths and weaknesses of Tesco extracted from the case study.
Table 10: Overview of strengths and weaknesses of Tesco’s operations

Strengths

Weaknesses

Low initial investment costs

High picking costs/order

Ease of expansion

Labor-intensive assembling process

Lower outbound delivery costs

Stock-outs and substitutes

Wide product/services offering

Increased volumes inhibit effective day-to-day store management

One-stop-shop for electronic mediated consumption practices

Scalability

Marketing online sales channels as convenience service
Leveraging existing distribution system
Both home delivery and pick up options
Innovative fleet with electric zero-emission vans
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5.3.6 Conclusion Tesco
Table 10 shows the configuration of the strategic and tactical decision variables, discussed in chapter four, to the
operations of Tesco. The organization operates a store-based model with two accompanying DC’s or warehouses
to support the stores for order fulfillment. Although this network can also be categorized as a hybrid network,
Tesco claims the DC’s only support the stores in fulfillment and the store-based model is the prime fulfillment
model. In-store picking is conducted with routing software and for the warehouses no information on pick
operations is available. The distribution network of Tesco is rather decentralized with various stores and two DC’s
that hold similar inventories. The stores selected for online order fulfillment hold similar product ranges with a full
store assortment. In addition, Tesco offers another 11,000 Tesco Direct products, a DVD and games rental service
and various other services, ranging from financial till gas and electricity services. Order can be delivered to the
customer households or customers can choose to pick up their order at a pre-selected store. Because Tesco
operates a decentralized network with the store-based model it is able to offer home delivery of groceries to 90
percent of all UK households and abroad. Home delivery is offered from Monday till Sunday from 9:00am till
11:00pm with fewer windows available on Saturday’s and Sunday’s. Delivery can take place the next day, within 2hour time windows and delivery fees are competitive, ranging from €3,05 till €6,10
Table 10: Tesco’s operations

Strategic decision variables
1. Selecting facilities and locations

Network of 294 stores and 2 warehouses used for fulfillment

2. Order fulfillment

Store-based (hybrid) model, decentralized network

3. Degree of automation in warehousing

In-store routing software, manual picking, Warehouses no data available

4. Position of CODP

At the designated stores or warehouses

5. Inventory allocation

Decentralized at stores and warehouses

6. Product range

Full store assort + services, 11,000 Tesco Direct products and 60,000 DVD’s and games

7. Outsourcing delivery

No, delivery vans on rental base, own personnel

8. Delivery options

Attended and store pick up

9. Size of delivery area

90% of UK households + abroad in Ireland and Korea

10. Market segment

Business-to-Consumer

Tactical decision variables
11. Delivery schedule and time slots

Mon till Sun from 9am till 11pm with 2-hour time slots, Sat till 8pm and Sun till 3pm

12. Delivery fees and min order sizes

Delivery fees vary from €3.05 till €6.10 No minimum order size

13. Length of delivery lead-time

Delivery next day

14. Returns strategy

*

Orders are packed in re-usable totes with plastic carrier bags, totes and possibly carrier
bags are returned directly on delivery
th
* Currencies are converted to Euro’s on 27 of April 2009 (GWK currency converter) (€1 = $1.4469..) (1€ = £0,9836…)
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5.4

Albert

AH established an online sales channel in the late 90´s when AH Thuisbezorgservice was set up to deliver online
ordered groceries to customers homes. In addition, creating an online channel has complemented their format
portfolio which is in line with their vision to serve any customer with any required format. The online sales channel
is seen as a valuable channel with a strong position in the strategy of Ahold. Initially the company organized the
order collection process in existing stores defined as a store-based model, but in 2001 the company changed both
the name and fulfillment model. Since 2001, the company is called Albert and operates a DC-based model, in
which DC’s or fulfillment centers are referred to as Home Shop Centers (HSC). Albert is the home delivery service
for the Webshop AH Boodschappen that offers a range of AH, Etos and Gall & Gall products.

5.4.1 Market strategy
AH initially started online sales in the province Noord Holland in which it used existing stores for order fulfillment
for delivery in adjacent areas. AH started home delivery services as James Telesuper in the late 80’s. In the early
90’s AH Thuisservice was set up and some AH supermarkets in that area joined AH Thuisservice in which teams of
dedicated employees picked orders in the joining stores. With the store-based model it proofed to be difficult to
control the service operations and performance in terms of availability, service, cost and quality. In 2001, The DCbased model was introduced in which initially two HSC’s were operated, a HSC near Heemstede and Rotterdam.
Later the HSC near Heemstede was moved to Beverwijk and another HSC was opened in De Meern to deliver to
large areas of the center of The Netherlands. Since then the delivery area has expanded to large areas of the
province Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland, and Utrecht and parts of Gelderland. With the Internet hype many Dot.com
retailers globally started online sales and it was expected that online sales would take over a large share of sales
from brick-and-mortar supermarkets. However with the Dot.com burst in 2001 many retailers’ experienced lower
sales volumes than expected and reaching break-even and even becoming profitable was not within sight. The
main competitor of AH by then was MaxFoodmarket, a pure-play online grocery retailer that closed operations in
2002 since it was unable to raise new capital and experienced insufficient sales volumes. Albert in that time was
also experiencing low sales volumes and a strong focus on costs forced Albert to close down the HSC in Beverwijk
in 2003 and continued operations from HSC Rotterdam and De Meern. From the start the organization has a strong
focus on increasing productivity and minimizing costs, since picking and delivering groceries are expensive
activities. In a later stage, the hub-and-spoke distribution network was introduced to cover larger areas of The
Netherlands by centralizing production and decentralizing delivery. By then hub locations (spoke-ends) were
opened in Zaandam, not much later in Tilburg in 2006 and Nijmegen. Nowadays Albert delivers groceries to large
areas of the province Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland. Utrecht, areas in Gelderland, parts of Flevoland and NoordBrabant. AH takes a deliberate planned market approach and focuses on increasing customer density in the
current market to increase delivery efficiency. The current service area is acknowledged as holding sufficient
potential for pursuing profitability in the long term. Expanding to new markets is therefore postponed till the
company has proved to become profitable in the current market. The customers of Albert are consumers as well as
small enterprises, of which consumers account for 60 percent and small enterprises for 40 percent of their
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customer-base. The consumer segment also called B2C consists of mainly large families with children, people with
a good disposable income and no children and elderly. The small enterprises or B2B market consist primarily of
child care organizations, elderly institutions and a category remaining.

5.4.2 Distribution network
The supply chain network of Albert is a hub-and-spoke network and consists of two HSC’s located in Rotterdam
and De Meern and three hubs or end spoke locations in Nijmegen, Zaandam and Tilburg. The supplying side and
inbound transportation of the networks consists of first tier suppliers that deliver directly to the HSC’s and second
tier suppliers, delivering to AH distribution centres, which in turn consolidate deliveries for transport to the HSC’s.
The first tier suppliers deliver directly to the HSC’s, like for instance the bakery supplier that delivers baked bread
to the HSC’s. AH operates six DC’s in The Netherlands and separate flows of goods exist for fast moving-, slow
moving, chilled, dry, frozen, bakery, drugstore, liquor store and bookstore products.
Production, i.e. the order collection process, takes place in the HSC Rotterdam and De Meern. Orders for the
distribution hubs are picked and packed in foldable totes and cool boxes. Dry goods are packed in delivery totes
and chilled and frozen products are packed in cool boxes equipped with either gel packs or dry ice. Orders are
packed on carts and four carts fit a single delivery van for delivery to final customers. Production for the hub
locations in Nijmegen and Zaandam takes place in HSC de Meern and the orders are transported by means of a 3rd
party logistics provider that delivers twice per day one carrier consisting of orders for 7 delivery vans to hub
location Nijmegen and twice per day two shipments to Hub Zaandam. Production for the hub location in Tilburg is
produced in HSC Rotterdam and transported in the early morning and afternoon by means of a motor carrier to
the hub location. Each motor carrier has a capacity of 28 carts loaded with orders which equal seven delivery vans.
The HSC´s currently produce on average over 20,000 orders per week and the production levels show an
incremental increase of the years. In order to produce these orders Albert employs over 1,000 employees within
the department commerce and logistics, of which the major share of employees operate in production and
delivery. Albert focuses strongly on flexibility both in capacity, real estate and personnel in order to anticipate on
developments in the market. Both the HSC’s and the hub locations are operated on a rental bases. Another aspect
which demonstrates the focus on flexibility is the fact that both in delivery and production a large share of the
employees are temporary employees which increases flexibility.

5.4.3 Fulfillment and inventory
The layout of the HSC’s can be seen as a supermarket equipped with flow racks shelving individual articles. Instead
of customers employees of Albert pick batches of Internet transmitted web orders from customers. Customer can
order online and delivery can takes place within 24-hours if time slot are available and orders for Monday morning
need to be order at least at Friday before 12pm. The production facilities are separated in a dry and cooled zone
which includes fridges for frozen products similar to a conventional supermarket. When orders are transmitted by
customers the order lists arrive at one of the two production facilities according to the destination of the
customers. The HSC’s have a similar organizational structure and have identical operations and inventory. The
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production in the HSC’s takes place in a morning and afternoon shift. Evening shifts produce orders for delivery the
next morning and morning shifts assemble orders for delivery in the afternoon. Each week consists of eleven
production shifts from Monday till Saturday in which on Saturday only a morning shift exists. In peak periods like
for instance Eastern and Christmas additional production runs are often added to comply with demand volumes.
Customer orders are divided into individual batches and are picked in the totes, loaded on carts by individual order
pickers. Individual order pickers browse along the aisles with hand held scanner to collect the required articles. The
planning software calculates the number of trips needed to fulfill all customer orders for a production and delivery
run. These orders are divided over the product categories bulk, high value, dry, chilled and frozen and these are
separated into individual batches that consist of several parts of orders. The batches are printed on stickers
attached to each individual tote, cool box, bulk article or high value bag. The hand-held scanners are loaded with
the scheduled production information, and the stickers are scanned to instruct the scanner which articles belong
to which tote. The scanner instructs the order picker the locations of the ordered product, the quantity and the
location of the tote.
The order picking process is currently a fully manual process in which picking rates of approximately 260 picks per
hour are achieved. Replenishment of products takes place by the same teams that collect the orders. Received
goods are shelved by employees that transmit the amount of articles shelved on to the scanners to update the
inventory system, indicating the amount of articles available in stock. If all batches of orders are picked they are
combined onto the carts and lined up for the specific delivery routes. Each delivery route consists of four carts
loaded with totes and cool boxes for chilled and frozen goods. In order to control for HACCP requirements at least
each production run a cool box for chilled and frozen products is equipped with a temperature gauge to check if
temperature conditions are satisfied. The assortment of Albert consist of approximately 10,000 products from AH,
Etos and Gall & Gall.

5.4.4 Delivery options
Albert markets it home delivery service as a convenience service which enables the organization to charge a
delivery fee and set a minimum order size of 60 Euro. Home delivery is possible from Monday till Saturday within
2-hour time windows. The earliest time slot is between 8 and 10am and the next slots have a 1-hour overlap until
2pm. Customers can reserve and select a desired delivery window on the website. If the windows turn grey, this
means that the slot is either unavailable because the final ordering time is expired or the delivery window is
already full. Besides windows can be shown black, a regular window or pink which is a time windows with a
reduced fee suggested by Albert in order to smooth capacity utilization. For the home delivery operation the
morning shift ends at 2pm and drivers return to the HSC’s to return the vans, return goods and equipment. Dry
goods are loaded in foldable crates and chilled and frozen goods are transported by means of cool boxes. The
foldable crates hold a deposit of €4 and are left at the customers place and returned with the next delivery. Next
to foldable crates, Albert also returns other goods with deposits, like bottles, boxes of beer etc. After finishing the
delivery route and collecting all the return goods the driver returns to the HSC to leave the delivery van, unload
returns and equipment.
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The time between the morning and afternoon shift is used to load delivery vans for the afternoon shift in which
the first delivery slot runs from 4 till 6pm. Again the delivery windows have a 1-hour overlap and the latest slot
ends at 9pm. On Saturday Albert only delivers in a morning shift and delivery windows run from 8am till 2pm
similar to a regular morning shift. The delivery fee depends on the time slot chosen and the fees vary from €4.95
till €9.95 and customer need to be present at reception. Attended reception is utilized for both the B2C and the
B2B market, although small pilot have run for unattended delivery for the B2B market. Differentiating delivery fees
enables Albert to control to certain extend for demand peaks since popular windows are charged a higher delivery
fee than unpopular time slots. As a result the delivery capacity can be used more efficiently. Besides varying
delivery fees, the zip codes of customers are divided in categories in which urban areas have more available time
slots to choose from then more rural areas, to increase delivery efficiency by increasing drop density. ORTEC
routing software Shortrec is used in the production and delivery processes to efficiently plan delivery routes, under
certain efficiency conditions i.e. least km’s etc.

5.4.5 Strengths and weaknesses
This section summarizes the specific strengths and weaknesses of Albert’s operations. Table 11 provides an
overview of the strengths and weaknesses of Albert extracted from the case study.
Table 11: Overview of strengths and weaknesses of Albert

Strengths

Weaknesses

Deliberate growth strategy

Quality control

Annual efficiency gains

Lack of leveraging Internet possibilities

Learning capabilities

Uniform service model for both market segments

Organizational flexibility

Opportunity to increase customer density

Focus on convenience

Labor intensive-picking process

Ease of expansion
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5.4.6 Conclusion Albert
Table 12 shows the configuration of the strategic and tactical decision variables, discussed in chapter four, for
Albert. The organization operates a DC-based model with two production facilities in a hub-and-spoke network
with three accompanying hub locations. The order collection processes are rather manual, supported by handheld
scanners and routing software. The distribution network contains two fulfillment centers and the CODP is situated
at each fulfillment center that holds similar inventories. The product range consists of 10,000 food and non food
products from AH, Etos and Gall & Gall. The product range is smaller than the other e-grocers included in the case
study and besides Albert provides attended home delivery from Monday till Saturday. Different from the other
studied cases Albert does not offer delivery on Sunday and in addition it offers delivery from 8:00am till 2:00pm
and 4:00pm till 8:00pm and on Saturday till 2:00pm. Albert offers 2-hour delivery windows and the number of
delivery windows offered is less than the other studied cases. Delivery takes place to the center and west of The
Netherlands, North Brabant and areas in Gelderland to both households and small business customers. Delivery
can take place the next day and delivery charges range from €4.95 till €9.95, with a minimum order size of €60,
which is rather expensive compared to the other cases.
Table 12: Albert’s operations

Strategic decision variables
1. Selecting facilities and locations

HSC De Meern and HSC Rotterdam, plus three hubs in Zaandam, Tilburg and Nijmegen

2. Order fulfillment

DC-based model, hub-and-spoke network

3. Degree of automation in warehousing

Manual picking with handheld scanners and routing software

4. Position of CODP

At the fulfillment centers

5. Inventory allocation

Centralized at two production facilities

6. Product range

10,000 products of AH, Etos and Gall& Gall, Both food and non-food products

7. Outsourcing delivery

No, delivery vans on rental base and own and temporary personnel

8. Delivery options

Attended delivery

9. Size of delivery area

Center and West of The Netherlands, North Brabant and areas in Gelderland

10. Market segment

Business-to-Consumer and Business-to-Business

Tactical decision variables
11. Delivery schedule and time slots
12. Delivery fees and min order sizes

Delivery from Mon till Fri 8am till 2pm and 4pm till 9 pm and Sat 8am to 2pm in 2-hour
timeslots
Fees vary from €4.95 till €9.95 based on time slot chosen, min order size €60

13. Length of delivery lead-time

Next day delivery

14. Returns strategy

Foldable re-usable totes with €4 deposits are left at customer and returned on next
delivery
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5.5 Conclusion
Boyer et al. (2004) developed a framework consisting of four strategies or approaches to fulfillment and delivery.
The framework is useful since it enables to point out differences between the studied cases and the consequences
of these choices on several dimensions. Figure 13 presents the framework of Boyer et al. (2004) in which the
selected cases in the case study are assigned to their positions.

Tesco
Webvan
Ocado

Albert

Figure 13: Four strategies for extending the supply chain (Source: Adapted from Boyer et al. (2004)

The first choice in the framework of Boyer et al. (2004) entails order fulfillment, collecting customer orders that
can take place in either stores or DC’s. The second choice is associated with delivery to the end customer, which
can be direct, to costumer homes or indirect, wherein the costumer is required to pick up her order or a thirdparty provides delivery, such as Federal Express or UPS (Boyer et al., 2004). They solely make the distinction
between direct or indirect delivery, whereas the delivery options described as a strategic variable also distinguish
attended and unattended, and collection points. The four strategies differ in terms of four dimensions: customer
convenience, delivery cost, picking efficiency, and capital investment.
The cases can be categorized on the basis of the framework of Boyer et al. (2004). Tesco uses primarily a storebased model, but since it has set up two warehouses for Tesco Direct it uses a combination (Hybrid). This shift is
shown in figure 13. In addition, Tesco is assigned to Direct and Indirect delivery because the company offers both
attended delivery and store pick up. Albert is positioned as a DC-based model and the arrow illustrates that Albert
initially started with a store-based model, but moved to a DC-based model. Ocado and Webvan, both pure-play
organizations operate a DC-based model.
Both the DC-based model and the store-based model have proved to be able to become a profitable business as
illustrated by the cases of Ocado and Tesco. Focus on adjacent areas to built up volume and create dense volume
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over simple fast volume, as highlighted by Ocado. Some brick-and-mortar organizations in the start up of online
grocery retailing started to operate DC’s but when demand volumes were insufficient, they moved to the storebased model. So demand conditions are a prerequisite for operating a DC-based model as pointed out by De
Koster (2002).
A deliberate market strategy for the DC-based model is appropriate since creating customer density is crucial for
running a profitable business. Marketing focused on acquiring new customers within the current market can
support the creation of a dense customer-base.
The majority of e-grocers that use a DC-based model operate a hub-and-spoke network to facilitate growth. The
DC-based model enables e-grocers to efficiently deliver consumer goods to the homes by combining centralized
order fulfillment with decentralized delivery. Centralizing fulfillment has many benefits over the store-based model
which is rather decentralized. Benefits exist in terms of scalability, economies of scale, inventory aggregation and
risk pooling, flexibility and stock-outs and substitutions.
Automation in warehousing processes is a proper way to reduce picking costs and to raise productivity. However,
automation can only be implemented when certain demand volumes are satisfied in order to achieve a sufficient
level of capacity utilization. Webvan proved that building dense volume is crucial for making a highly automated
business a success. In order to achieve sufficient utilization levels a step-wise implementation approach should be
used, as illustrated by Ocado. The benefits of using a step-wise approach are lower required initial capital
investment and higher instant capacity utilization rates.
The main marketing lesson stems from the operations of Webvan and concerns the understanding to market
grocery home deliveries as a convenience service instead of a low cost alternative for in-store shopping. The
convenience levels provided by the several cases differ in terms of the length of the time windows, delivery
charges, minimum order sizes and number of available time slots. Linking marketing with logistics is a crucial
aspect as shown by the 30 minute delivery windows initially offered by Webvan. Both Webvan and Ocado offer 1hour delivery windows, while Tesco and Albert offer 2-hour delivery windows. But Tesco provides additional
convenience to customers with store pick up options at designated Tesco stores.
Ocado offers the best convenience in the sense that they offer both same day delivery, 1-hour delivery slots and
delivery free of charge when ordered far in advance or during unpopular windows. Again, crucial to make this
marketing offer work is sufficient, stable and dense demand. Albert offers the least delivery windows during the
week compared to the other cases. All other retailers offer home delivery also on Sunday’s till limited times. Only
Ocado offers delivery on Sunday till 11:30pm, Webvan till 10pm and Tesco till 3pm.
The product ranges offered by the studied online grocers differ in terms of the range of products and services.
Tesco offers the widest range of products ranging from consumer electrics and furniture to financial services. The
notion that once the delivery infrastructure is in place, high margin non grocery products can be added has been
followed by Tesco. Ocado offers next to grocery products, flowers and other non-food products. Albert in turn
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offers also cosmetics, liquor and office supplies, but in smaller quantities. Important to note, widening the product
range has considerable consequences for the home delivery operations in terms of logistical requirements.
Creating flexibility in the online operations is vital in order to be able to adapt to changing market situations. The
online grocery industry is evolving and constantly changing in its attempt to reach maturity. This has been
experienced in the course of this project, when operations of Ocado, Albert and Tesco for instance have been
adapted constantly along with the elapsed time of this project. The market dynamics require online grocers to
constantly monitor, anticipate on the developments in the market and keep on innovating. This requires the
learning curve of online grocery retailers to be steep in order to keep improving operating efficiency, productivity
and customer satisfaction and service.
The strategic and tactical decision variables discussed in each of the cases do not all have a direct impact on the
design of the distribution network, as shown by the studied cases. Those that have an effect can be extracted from
the framework of Boyer et al. (2004) and concern the fundamental choice for fulfillment. The order fulfillment
options can be based on existing stores, in dedicated DC’s or hybrid. The choice for fulfillment boils down to the
business model of the e-grocer. Pure-play organizations are restricted to use dedicated DC’s while brick-andmortar organizations have the choice to use stores for collecting orders. Fulfillment choices are made under
certain conditions e.g. volume requirements or capital availability etc. The choice for fulfillment model determines
the degree of centralization or decentralization of the distribution network. Store-based models are rather
decentralized and DC-based models are rather centralized distribution networks. If a DC-based model is used, a
certain degree of automation can be utilized to increase efficiency, capacity, and accuracy and to reduce labor
costs.
Other choices concern the delivery options provided to customers who each have different efficiency and service
consequences. The service models in the studied cases differed in terms of delivery charges, minimum order sizes,
available and length of time slots etc. However, the offered service model is not a determinant for design of the
distribution network. In addition, choices should be made on which areas to deliver and which delivery options to
which customer segment. Overall, customer density is an essential determinant for the efficiency of home delivery
operations which requires well considered market choices.
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6 Possible distribution networks
This third step in the development process consists of defining possible distribution networks on the basis of the
decision variables analyzed in step 1 and the studied cases in step 2. Chapter 5 illustrated that the fundamental
choice for fulfillment model is determinant for the distribution network of online grocery retailers. The distribution
network types presented in this chapter are identical or combinations of fulfillment models analyzed in the cases.

6.1 Possible distribution networks
On the basis of the previous steps the following four networks are distinguished, which are visualized in figure 14:
1) Decentralized store-based network
2) Semi-decentralized hybrid network (with hubs)
3) Centralized DC-based network with hubs
4) Decentralized DC-based network with hubs
Centralized

Ocado

Store-based

DC-based
Peapod

Tesco

Albert

Fulfillment center
HUB

Decentralized

Figure 14: Overview of four types of distribution networks with examples

The following section explains each of these networks.

6.1.1 Decentralized store-based network
The decentralized store-based network is based on leveraging the existing store-infrastructure and primary
distribution network for assembling online orders. This network type is commercially viable for brick-and-mortar
supermarkets that want to capitalize the opportunities provided by the Internet to sell products directly to
customers through an online sales channel. Tesco has proved to establish a profitable business in online grocery
retailing with the decentralized store-based network. This network type is appropriate for brick-and-mortar
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retailers that have a strong brand image and posses a large network of physical outlets since it enables to grow
relatively fast and attaining a wide geographical coverage when demand is relatively low. The major share of costs
in online grocery retailing stems from the home delivery operations or bridging the critical last mile. The
decentralized store-based network results in relative low delivery costs since supermarkets are often located in
dense populated areas which contribute to achieving sufficient drop density levels. This network requires relative
low capital investments since the fulfillment locations are in place, and efficiency gains can be obtained on
inbound transportation. However, there are many downsides on this type of network like for instance, scalability,
quality control, in-store traffic congestion and a labor-intensive order collection process.
The network type is for a large share decisive for the configuration of the variables. The decentralized store-based
network decides on the order fulfillment model. As a consequence the network is decentralized and fulfillment
takes place in selected stores and locations. In selecting the stores for fulfillment several considerations should be
made which have a relationship with the variables provided in this research. Which stores to select, which size,
which locations, which product range to offer, how to organize fulfillment and home delivery, which information
and planning systems to use and which service model(s) is/are offered to customers.

6.1.2 Semi-decentralized hybrid network (with hubs)
The semi-decentralized hybrid network (with hubs) capitalizes on the store-based model and the DC-based model
for order fulfillment. This network type is commercially viable for brick-and-mortar supermarkets that have a
network of supermarkets which can be leveraged for assembling online orders. The hybrid model operates
fulfillment operations from supermarkets and DC’s and benefits from the advantages of both fulfillment models.
The network type is called a semi-decentralized hybrid network because the store network is rather decentralized
while operating dedicated DC’s is centralized. The store-based model has the advantage of low required initial
investment levels enabling to rapidly gain market share. The costs of home delivery, which form a substantial part
of online grocery retailing, can be minimized since supermarkets are often located in dense populated areas. But
since scalability, traffic congestion, stock-outs and high picking costs are some of the issues, this model is less
appropriate with high demand levels. This is when the DC-based model is suitable to support, complement or
takeover orders from the stores. DC-based models require high, stable and dense demand in order to be operated
efficiently. The DC-based model allows for efficient order picking, better inventory control and automation of
fulfillment processes to improve operating efficiency and productivity of the fulfillment centers. The semidecentralized hybrid network (with hubs) captures the advantages of both fulfillment models.
This network type can be feasible in two situations. The first situation consists of companies that have built a
steady customer-base with in-store picking can switch over to a DC-based model once order volumes are sufficient
within a certain geographic area. As concluded in the previous chapter, a hub-and-spoke network is an appropriate
concept for the DC-based model, used by almost all DC-based grocers to centralize fulfillment and decentralize
delivery efficiently. The second situation consists of online grocers with an existing store network that operate a
DC-based model that can switch to in-store picking in (new) geographical areas with relative low demand if there is
a presence of supermarkets for fulfillment. Hybrid models usually involve different customer ordering systems,
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back-end systems as well as fulfillment processes. When using a hybrid network type the required start-up capital
can be minimized while building scale.

6.1.3 Centralized DC-based network with hubs
The centralized DC-based network with hubs is based on order fulfillment in a single dedicated DC with a hub-andspoke network to cost-efficiently attain larger geographical areas. The DC-based model is generally a rather
centralized network, but in this type the network consists of one single production facilities with the capacity to
cost-efficiently produce sufficient orders to meet customer demand. By centralizing production and decentralizing
delivery by means of a hub-and-spoke network fulfillment operations can be run highly productive. This network
type is extracted from Ocado’s business practices and is focused on reaching the highest level of operating
efficiency and productivity in the production facility and delivery operations. This network requires e-grocers to
have built or built up large demand levels in dense populated areas in order to become a viable option.
The centralized DC-based model with hubs has the strongest focus on automation in the order collection and
packing processes. Conveyor belts, trolley and pick-to-light systems can be implemented to reduce internal
traveling time and increase productivity. Sophisticated warehouse systems and delivery routing software can
support improving operations and operating margins. Inventory centralization and aggregation allow for better
inventory control, less stock-outs and substitutions and economies of scale exist on inbound transportation
through FTL principle.
De Koster (2002) pointed out that a DC-based model is more appropriate and efficient than the store-based model
when a sufficient number of orders are realized. The downside however of the centralized DC-based network with
hubs, concerns the high fixed upfront investment costs and minimum scale to meet capacity utilization
requirements. In addition, delivery operations are more costly since stem distances to customer locations are
larger compared to the previous models. A hub-and-spoke distribution network is the only solution to efficiently
organize home delivery operations from a centralized production facility.

6.1.4 Decentralized DC-based network with hubs
The decentralized DC-based network with hubs is similar to the previous network type with the difference that this
network consist of multiple fulfillment centers in a hub-and-spoke network to attain larger geographical distances.
The decentralized DC-based network with hubs is utilized by for instance Webvan and Albert that both operate
multiple production facilities. Important difference between these organizations is the degree of automation in the
order fulfillment process. The decentralized DC-based network with hubs has similar advantages as the centralized
DC-based network with hubs in terms of optimal facility design to improve productivity. Automation can be
implemented at different levels to improve productivity in the order collection and packing process. Conveyor
belts, trolley and pick-to-light systems can be implemented to reduce internal traveling time and increase
productivity. Sophisticated warehouse systems and delivery routing software can support improving operations
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and operating margins. A stepwise automation of the processes enables to lower initial capital investment and
more working capital to be tight up.
Holding more facilities in a network results in safety stock at each location, more complicated organization of
information, product flows and inventory and overlap in supporting functions. Compared to the centralized DCbased network with hubs, this network benefits less from centralization on inbound transportation, but more on
home delivery operations due to shorter stem distances.
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7

Conclusions and recommendations

This chapter presents the conclusions, discussion and recommendations of this research. The objective of this
study is to support successful growth of the organization, by exploring distribution networks in online grocery
retailing which enable Albert to facilitate growth in The Netherlands. The general question of the study, derived
from the objective is: ‘Which distribution networks are possible for Albert to facilitate growth in The Netherlands?’
Studying literature on strategic and tactical decision variables in online grocery retailing combined with a multiple
case study of three international grocery retailers and Albert provides a holistic view on different practices for
learning on distribution network design. The multiple case study combined with an extensive literature review on
decision variables provides sufficient ground to define possible distribution networks. In order to construct the
answer to the general question, several specific research questions are defined in the proposal phase (Chapter 1).
The following section provides the conclusion on the general research question and conclusions on the specific
research questions.

7.1 Conclusions
1) Which distribution networks are possible for Albert to facilitate growth in The Netherlands?
This research explores distribution networks in online grocery retailing on the basis of methodology steps adopted
from literature on scenario planning and adapted for the purpose of this research. The three steps approach
consists of a literature review on strategic and tactical decision variables and a qualitative multiple case study
among three international cases of online grocers. The literature review in chapter four and the qualitative
multiple case study in chapter five learned that the Order fulfillment strategic decision variable is dominant in
deciding on a type of distribution network. The following four types of distribution networks are distinguished in
chapter six:
•

Decentralized store-based network,

•

Semi-decentralized hybrid network (with hubs),

•

Centralized DC-based network with hubs and,

•

Decentralized DC-based network with hubs.

Albert currently operates the Decentralized DC-based network with hubs which is based on DC-based order
fulfillment with multiple production facilities in a hub-and-spoke network with several hubs. The DC-based model
is generally more efficient than the store-based model although demand requirements should be satisfied (Section
4.1.2.2). The hub-and-spoke network is proved to be the most appropriate network to facilitate growth and to
attain larger geographical distances by centralizing production and decentralizing delivery operations (Section 5.5).
Both the Centralized DC-based network with hubs and the Decentralized DC-based network with hubs are possible
network types for Albert. The current network type of Albert is the Decentralized DC-based network with hubs, in
which manual order collection processes take place, which is feasible for building sufficient demand levels. The DCbased models have benefits in terms of scalability, economies of scale, inventory aggregation and risk pooling,
flexibility and stock-outs and substitutions.
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A deliberate market strategy (Section 5.5) is applicable with the current network type since creating customer
density is crucial for becoming a profitable business. Marketing focused on acquiring new customers within the
current market can support building a dense customer-base. Focus on adjacent areas to built up volume and
create dense volume over simple fast volume (Section 5.2.1.).
Once sufficient dense volume is built and resources are available, a switch to the Centralized DC-based network
with hubs is feasible to increase productivity, reduce safety stock, to improve quality control and stock-out and
substitutions. Automation in warehousing processes is a proper way to reduce picking costs and to raise
productivity, capacity and accuracy. Webvan proved that building dense volume is crucial for making a highly
automated business a success. In order to achieve sufficient utilization levels a step-wise implementation approach
can be used. The benefit of using a step-wise approach is the lower required initial capital investment and higher
instant capacity utilization rates.
The store-based model experiences difficulties in terms of scalability, quality control and stock-outs, has
organizational difficulties and results labor-intensive assembling processes (Section 4.1.2.1) which makes this
network type less appropriate for Albert. In addition, Albert initially launched their online sales channel by
operating the Decentralized store-based network which was acknowledged problematic for the above mentioned
reasons. Also, path dependencies in terms of the facilities, but moreover the managing and organizational
experiences make this network type not appropriate.
In light of the hurdles experienced with the store-based model, the Semi-decentralized hybrid network (with hubs)
is also less appropriate. Accompanying stores to the distribution network for fulfillment complicates the operations
in terms of scalability, quality control, in-store traffic congestion and a labor-intensive order collection process and
is less suitable with high demand levels (Section 6.1.1.). This network type would be more applicable if the current
network consisted of the Decentralized store-based network in which DC’s with hubs were set up to complement
the distribution network.

2) How can scenario studies be utilized in this research?
A literature review provided several tools for scenario planning which illustrated that scenario planning is a stepby-step process in which dissimilarities exist in the number of steps required. Business decisions are based on a
complex set of interrelationships among different factors which implies a wide scope in analyzing decisions. In
addition, scenario planning can be utilized as a goal to construct scenarios or as a means to involve people in
strategic conversations of the organization. This research utilizes a three step approach derived from insights in
scenario planning. The initial scope adopted for this research in analyzing decision variables is wide. The first step
consists of defining a wide range of strategic and tactical decision variables in online grocery retailing. The second
step concerns analyzing International cases in online grocery retailing to explore the relative importance of the
decision variables in designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing. The third and final step entails
defining possible distribution networks on the basis of insights derived from step 1 and 2.
3)

What are strategic and tactical decision variables for designing distribution networks in online grocery
retailing?
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The strategic and tactical decision variables for designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing with
home delivery, defined and analyzed in this study are primarily adopted from De Koster (2001) who conducted
research on different decisions that have to be taken with respect to the distribution of products to consumers in
online retailing. These decisions are divided into strategic and tactical decision variables. The majority of decision
variables utilized in this research are adopted from the study of De Koster (2001) and are complemented with
variables from Van der Laan (2000), Laseter et al., (2000), Grando and Gosso (2005) and Konrum and Vangkilde
(2007). The explanation of the variables is supported by complementary literature to provide a holistic view of the
decisions and their interrelationships. Table 13 lists the variables of this study.
Table 13: Overview of strategic and tactical decision variables (II)

Strategic decision variables
1. Selecting facilities and locations

6. Product range

2. Order fulfillment

7. Outsourcing delivery

3. Degree of automation in warehousing

8. Delivery options

4. Position of the Costumer Order Decoupling Point

9. Size of delivery area

5. Inventory allocation

10. Market segment

Tactical decision variables
11. Delivery schedule and time slots

13. Length of delivery lead-time

12. Delivery fees and minimum order sizes

14. Returns strategy

The list of variables dealt with in this study is based on several researchers and covers a wide view on decisions
with respect to designing a distribution network in online grocery retailing with home delivery operations. The
decision variables are first described and analyzed in a later stage in the multiple case study to determine the
importance in designing distribution networks. However, the list does not tend to be exhaustive and other aspects
could possibly complement the universal scope.
4)

What are the strengths and weaknesses of international online grocery retailers and what can be
learned from these cases for designing distribution networks?

The multiple case study conducted among Webvan, Ocado Tesco and Albert provided several insights in the
similarities and differences between the cases, and the strengths and weaknesses of the organizations. The primal
strengths of the cases concern: a focus on fast and dense growth, a focus on efficiency in all processes in order to
increase operating margins, economies of scale and scalability are imperative, centralization has benefits over
decentralization, focus on convenience and not on price, keep on innovating in order to stay in business, offer a
wide product and service offering, invest incrementally, offering pick up options provides convenience and lowers
delivery costs. The weaknesses of the organizations concern the following topics: low cost strategy, stock-outs and
substitutions, lack of customer focus, too fast expansion, failing to link marketing with operations, required high
and stable volumes to gain a sufficient return on investment with DC-based model, increased volumes inhibit
effective management of the Store-based model and results in high picking cost per order.
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The conducted case study learned that designing a distribution network for online grocery retailing concerns well
considered decisions and is first of all depended on the business model of the online grocer which is to a large
extend determinant for the design of the network. The online grocery industry in general is characterized by low
product margins which require e-grocers to sell large volumes in rather dense populated areas. If a brick-andmortar organization tends to engage in the online market, it is suggested to use the Store-based model to build up
volume before operating dedicated DC’s. In addition, the initial delivery costs are controlled since supermarkets
are often located in neighborhoods which reduce delivery cost per order. When sufficient, dense and stable
demand volumes are obtained, a switch to the DC-based model is suggested. Pure-play organizations on the other
hand are required to utilize the DC-based model in which the entire infrastructure needs to be built. The DC-based
model is more appropriate with high demand levels and centralization and aggregation of inventory lowers
inventory costs and allows for improved inventory control. To attain larger geographical areas the studied egrocers use a hub-and-spoke network which centralizes production and decentralizes delivery operations timeand cost efficiently.
5)

What are the key decision variables for designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing?

The strategic and tactical decision variables discussed in each of the cases do not all have a direct impact on the
design of the distribution network, as illustrated in chapter five. Those that have an effect can be extracted from
the framework of Boyer et al. (2004) and concern the fundamental choice for Order fulfillment. The order
fulfillment options can be based on existing stores, in dedicated DC’s or hybrid. The choice for fulfillment boils
down to the business model of the e-grocer. Pure-play organizations are restricted to use dedicated DC’s while
brick-and-mortar organizations have the choice to use stores for collecting orders. Fulfillment choices are made
under certain conditions e.g. volume requirements or capital availability etc. The choice for fulfillment model
determines the degree of centralization or decentralization of the distribution network. Store-based models are
rather decentralized and DC-based models are rather centralized distribution networks. If a DC-based model is
used, a certain degree of automation can be utilized to increase efficiency, capacity, and accuracy and to reduce
labor costs.

7.2 Discussion
This section reflects this research project that explores distribution networks in online grocery retailing. First, the
methodology in this research will be discussed, followed by the research strategy and data, and finally a reflection
on the conclusions.
The methodology (H3) of this research is based on scenario planning literature and tools. The initial goal of the
project was to develop distribution scenarios. From this point of view scenario planning seemed to be appropriate
for the purpose of developing these scenarios. However, scenario planning techniques itself have a slight different
purpose since it is about constructing different views of the future on the bases of analyzing different external
factors and views of different people in and outside the organization, in order to improve decision making for the
future. One can argue whether scenario planning techniques are suitable for exploring distribution networks.
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However, the three step approach utilized in this research project is based on insights from scenario planning
techniques, but is not a duplicate of the presented techniques. Therefore the applicability of the approach is right
since it is adapted and revised for the objective of this research.
The research strategy i.e. the qualitative multiple case study used in this research project to verify the relative
importance of the decision variables in designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing is a topic of
discussion. Case study research in itself is a suitable strategy for comparing and verifying how an organization
behaves in its natural environment. However, the sample selection criteria, sample size and selected cases are
issues for discussion. If other selection criteria than fulfillment model and successfulness would have been used,
perhaps other cases would have been selected. Question remains whether the configuration of the decision
variables would be different from this study and impacts the validity. The researcher is convinced that this is not
the case.
The global online grocery industry is a fast growing but rather immature market in which developments follow up
rapidly. In general, most online grocery retailers can be found in the US, UK and the Scandinavian countries. Similar
to the e-grocers, research in the field of online retailing originates mostly also from these countries. Research in
the field is evolving but still quit immature and in most cases based on secondary sources. The high level of
competition in the industry and the related confidentiality within the organizations make that much research is
based on secondary sources. The case study in this research is also based on data from secondary sources of
previous studies and media. On the topic of distribution networks in online retailing little research has been
conducted, making this research a kind of novelty in the industry.
The current sample consists of three international e-grocers and Albert, one US-based e-grocer and two UK-based
e-grocers. The size of the sample is a point of discussion. However, the time span of this research inhibited to
enlarge the sample to over four cases. One can argue that the differences between these countries of the studied
cases, in terms of economic environment, consumer perceptions, competition etc. make it difficult to compare
these business practices. On the other hand, Albert has seen the rise and fall of only one comparable competitor in
terms of scale in the Dutch market, which is MaxFoodmarket who went into bankruptcy in 2002. Taking the best in
class for a case study, i.e. Ocado and Tesco and the worst, i.e. Webvan is justified and fruitful for learning practices,
as pointed out by this research. Another issue of discussion is the topics along which the cases are described.
These topics incorporate all the decision variables provided in the literature study and are linked with the trade-off
between marketing and operations. Other topics could have been utilized to complement or replace the current.
The question is whether these lead to other outcomes of decision variables, thus other conclusions. The researcher
is convinced that this is not the case.
This study is exploring distribution networks in online grocery retailing by an extensive literature review and a
qualitative multiple case study. On forehand the researcher expected to discover various types of networks which
could be possible for Albert, different from the current. Since not so much is written on this topic and the study
turned out that network types revolve around the choice for order fulfillment, the outcomes of this study are not
bright novel insights, but rather confirming. The study proved the DC-based network, which is currently operated
by Albert to be best accompanied with a hub-and-spoke network. Deviations from this combination have not been
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found. This is confirming that the current network type, i.e. Decentralized DC-based network with hubs is the right
network type for Albert in the current situation.

7.3 Recommendations
This research is proved to be valuable for both Albert and researchers and practitioners in the field of online
grocery retailing, in the sense that little has been written on distribution networks in online retailing. None of the
researches have analyzed so many decision variables at strategic and tactical level to gain a holistic view, in order
to verify the relative importance in designing distribution networks in online grocery retailing. In addition, none of
the previous studies have defined network types on the basis of decision variables in online retailing. Moreover,
the distribution networks defined in this research are also applicable to others businesses in online retailing apart
from food products e.g. clothing, books, CD’s, office supplies and others. This research produces a few
recommendations for Albert and because of the explorative and abstract nature of this study some suggestions for
further research. The following paragraph will summarize and elaborate the recommendations.
•

Grow dense. Crucial to making a DC-based model with home delivery successful is drop density. Achieve
growth and build volume within the current geographic market orientation focused on density. Focused
direct marketing e.g. flyers to customers neighbors can contribute to building a dense customer base,
which contributes to creating efficiency in the home delivery operations.

•

Build volume and scale to Centralized DC-based network with hubs. The current network type, i.e.
Decentralized DC-based network with hubs is suitable for building dense and stable volume prior to
scaling to the Centralized DC-based network with hubs. The organization should obviously be able to
attract sufficient resources to invest in the centralized facility with hub locations. This network fully
capitalizes the benefits of centralization in terms of capacity, efficiency, stock-outs and substitutions,
required safety stock, picking costs and savings on inbound transportation. The centralized network has
automated fulfillment processes to increase productivity and accuracy, implemented in a step wise
manner to achieve sufficient capacity utilization rates and to lower the initial required capital investment.
In order to facilitate growth and attain larger geographical distances, the network can be expanded by
adding hub locations.

•

Differentiate the service model, time slot length, availability and delivery charges. The current service
model threats households and small enterprises in an identical manner in terms of length of delivery
windows and delivery charge. The length of the time slot impacts the level of customer service as well as
the delivery costs. Shorter windows imply higher service, but lead to high delivery costs due to inflexibility
in planning. It might be beneficial to offer time slot with different lengths e.g. 4-hour windows to business
customers since these are present much of the day and are less restricted. In addition, differentiating the
delivery charge for business customers can contribute to achieving profitability. The comparison of the egrocers in the case study turned out that Albert offers less time windows than the studied cases, both
within a day and during the week. Further research is suggested on extending the available time slots and
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the impact for the organization. In addition, to increase customer retention, home delivery packages can
be offered that allow customers to order multiple (fixed or variable) orders within a given time frame for a
certain predefined price. This marketing proposition is offered by several e-grocers in the US and the UK.
•

Add higher margin non-grocery products. Once an effective logistics infrastructure is in place and a loyal
customer base is built, the product range should be enlarged with high margin non-grocery products. This
enables Albert to leverage the created distribution network to households and small businesses and to
compensate for low margin grocery products.

Further research
Based on the conclusions and previously mentioned recommendations, the following suggestions for further
research have been formulated.

•

It is recommended to develop a business case to justify the required resources and capital investments
and to set the requirements for operating the Centralized DC-based network with hubs in the future.
Requirements concern capacity, accuracy, productivity, demand volume, automation techniques, the
optimal stem distances from the HSC or hubs to the delivery zones and so forth. Developing a business
case is a proper way to generate required information at operational level for decision-making purposes,
which was not within the scope of this project.

•

The first recommendation concerned the advice to grow dense while building up volume in order to
operate home delivery operations efficiently. Further research can conducted on the current market
orientation and the density of customers, the potential of the market and marketing efforts or campaigns
to attract new costumers in highly populated areas.

•

This research explored distribution networks in online grocery retailing. It is interesting for academics in
the field to conduct research on the application of the four types of distribution networks in other online
retailing industries than groceries, e.g. books, consumer electronics, clothing, sports etc. A recent study by
the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS, 2008) revealed that the Dutch are in the top European countries in
terms of online shopping. In 2008, 7.5 million Dutch people in the age of 16-74 purchased goods or
services online. This development is expected to continue in the future and more and more online retailers
will enter the markets. This makes the application of the types of distribution networks introduced by this
study more relevant and interesting.
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Appendix I: Cross-case overview of the decision variables
Strategic decision variables

Webvan

Ocado

Tesco

Albert

1. Selecting facilities and locations

7 DC’s with multiple hubs

1 DC, Hatfield facility and 5 hubs

294 stores and 2 warehouses

2 HSC’s and 3 hubs

2. Order fulfillment

DC-based model, hub-and-spoke

DC-based model, hub-and-spoke

Store-based (hybrid) model

DC-based model, hub-and-spoke

3. Degree of automation in warehousing

Warehouse, route man. and materials and
handling systems and software

Fully aut. DC with conveyor belts and
trolley systems, pick-to-light

In-store routing software, manual picking,
Warehouses NA

Manual picking with handheld
scanners and routing software

4. Position of CODP

At the DC’s

At Hatfield facility

At stores and/or warehouses

At HSC’s

5. Inventory allocation

Centralized at fulfillment centers

Centralized at Hatfield facility

Decentralized at stores & warehouses

Centralized at two HSC’s

6. Product range

Diversified range of 20,000 (non)food products

7. Outsourcing delivery

No, delivery vans on rental bases, drivers own
personnel
Attended and unattended

16,000 lines, consisting of food and nonfood products
No, delivery vans on rental bases, drivers
own personnel
Attended and unattended

Store assort . + services, 11,000 Tesco Direct
and 60,000 DVD’s and games
No, delivery vans rental base, own personnel

10,000 AH, Etos and Gall& Gall
products, food and non-food
No, delivery vans rental base, own
and temporary personnel
Attended

8. Delivery options

San Francisco bay, San Diego, LA, Chicago,
Seattle, Portland, Atlanta, Sacramento and
Orange County
B2B

9. Size of delivery area

10. Market segment

Tactical Tactical decision variables

Attended, store pick up

London, the Southeast and Midlands

60 % Dutch households
90% UK households, Ireland and Korea

B2B

B2C

B2C and B2B

Webvan

Ocado

11. Delivery schedule and time slots

Mon – Sun, 7am-10pm, 30 minutes, later 1-hour
time slots

Mon – Sun, 6am-11:30pm, 1-hour time slot
and same day delivery

Mon - Sun 9am - 11pm, Sat till 8pm, Sun till
3pm, 2-hour time slots,

12. Delivery fees and min order sizes

Fee €6.88 order <51.84, €3.43 between * €51.84
and €69.11, >€69.11 free of charge

Fees vary from €1.52 till €6.09 or free of
charge, min. order size €40.65 *

Fees vary from €3.05 till €6.10, No *
minimum order size

Mon - Fri 8am till 2pm and 4pm till 9
pm, Sat 8am to 2pm, 2-hour time
slots
Fees vary from €4.95 till €9.95,
minimum order size €60

13. Length of delivery lead-time

Delivery next day

Same day delivery possible

Delivery next day

Delivery next day

14. Returns strategy

Re-usable totes returned directly on delivery,
unattended totes with deposits are left at
customer

Re-usable totes with plastic carrier bags.
Totes are returned directly on delivery

Re-usable totes with plastic carrier bags

Foldable re-usable totes with €4
deposits left at customer and
returned on next delivery

th

* Currencies are converted to Euro’s on 27 of April 2009 (GWK currency converter) (€1 = $1.4469..) (1€ = £0,9836…)
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